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I. A MORE GENERAL SOLUTION TO THE LINEAR, THREE-
DIMENSIONAL. LOSSLESS. HOMOGENEOUS WAVE EQUATION
The primary objective of this section is to derive the solution of the
linear, three-dimensional, lossless, homogeneous wave equation (1) in the
cylindrical coordinate system defined in Figure 1 for an arbitrary sound
speed profile (a function of the depth coordinate, y, only).




The Laplacian expressed in the defined cylindrical coordinate system is
given by (2).
dr z r ar r 2 a 2
<fr
ay
The remaining quantities of ( 1 ) are defined as follows:
• q>(t,r) is the velocity potential at time t at a position r - (r,4>,y) expressed
in units of square meters per second, and
• c(y) is the arbitrary, depth-dependent speed of sound expressed in units
of meters per second.
The first assumption we will make in this derivation is that the source
of acoustic energy in the waveguide has a time-harmonic dependence. This
assumption may be justified by the facts that any arbitrary time dependence
can be expressed as a summation of time-harmonic terms using Fourier
analysis. In addition, one of the basic tenets of linear acoustics allows the
velocity potential to be expressed as a linear combination (using the
superposition principle) of such terms.
Figure 1. The Cylindrical Coordinate System
Therefore, the resulting velocity potential will also have a time-
harmonic dependence given by
«pd.r) - «p(r) e^ft
,
(3)
where, f is the source frequency in Hertz.
Substituting (3) into ( 1 ) gives
v2[«p(r) e> 2*ft ]
1 a





Taking the time derivatives first yields
at
" ^ } dt "
,2jtf^ e
a















where co- 2itf is the angular source frequency in radians per second.
Substituting (5) into (4) and observing that the Laplacian does not




j2xft V2^ r) + -r—^f) e\2xh m
cny)
Dividing out the complex exponential terms reveals the time-
independent lossless Helmholtz equation







is the wave number expressed in units of radians per meter and X is the
wavelength expressed in meters.
The next step is to find the solution to the lossless Helmholtz equation
(6). This will be accomplished using the method of separation of variables.
We will assume that the solution for cp(r) - qp(r,4>,y) has the form
<p(r) - qrfr.fy) - R(r) *«0 Y(y)
.
(8)
Substituting (8) into (6) yields
v2[R(r) *(+) Y(y)l k2(y) [R(r) 4*+) Y(y)] - .
Performing the Laplacian operation reveals
a











, 2/ . . . . . . rt
+ f — k (y) [R(r) *() Y(y)l - . (9)
The partial derivatives of (9) may be replaced with total derivatives
since the functions R, *, and Y are each simply functions of the single
variables r,
<t>,
and y respectively. Continuing, (9) may be written as
^ vt s d
2
R(r) „, 1 dR(r) 1 D , , v , , d
2
4>(<fr)
*() Y(y) -^2~ «+) Y(y) -
-jjjt ^ R(r) Y(y)—
£-
t R(r) «(+) ^Pf- + k 2(y) [R(r) 4>«>) Y(y)l - . (10)dyA
Dividing ( 10) by the product [R(r) <*>($) Y(y)] yields











Separating out the depth dependence reveals
1 d 2Y(y) 2 1 d
2
R(r)
_J_dR(r) 1 d 2»f»)
Y(y) dy2
+k(yJ
""R(r) dr 2 " rRlr) dr V*«>) d*2 '
Since the left-hand side of ( 1 1 ) is a function of a single variable (y) and
the right-hand side is a function of two variables (r, $), the equality can only
2
be true if each side is equal to the same constant, say k
r
. Thus, the right-
hand side of ( 1 1 ) becomes




rR(r) dr 2 rR(r) dr r 2 <D(<t») d<j>2
Multiplying through by r 2 and rearranging reveals
r











Since the left-hand side (LHS) of (12) is a function of a single variable
(r) and the right-hand side (RHS) is a function of a different single variable
($), the equality can hold only if each side is equal to the same constant, say
n
2






Multiplying (13) through by -$($) and rearranging yields
d 2<E(4>) 2 . . „—j- + n *(*) - . (14)
d<t>









where A^ and B
+
are in general complex constants whose values are
determined by satisfying boundary conditions.
Now, the left-hand side of (12) must be evaluated. Since the left-hand
side of (12) must also be equal to n 2 , we have
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d 2R(r) 2 d
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dr 2 " r d(k
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r)-K „I \« (20)









Dividing (2 1 ) by k
r
yields















Equation (22) is known as Bessel's differential equation, which has the
following exact solution:
g(k r r) = A r Jn(kr r) + Br Nn(k r r). (23)
where Jn and Nn are the Bessel functions of the first and second kind
respectively, and A
r
and Br are in general complex constants whose values
are determined by satisfying boundary conditions.
Since we let R(r) - g(k
r
r), the exact solution for R(r) can be written as
follows:
R(r) = A
r J (kr r) + Br Nn(kr r). (24)





Y(y) dy 2 W"*f U5)
Multiplying (25) by Y(y) and rearranging yields
^P + [k 2(y)-k r2 ]Y(y) = 0. (26)
Let









Since the coefficient ky(y) in (28) is an arbitrary function of depth, y, an
exact solution to this differential equation cannot be determined.
In order to continue this derivation of a generalized solution to the
wave equation, we will assume that the solution to (28) can be determined
by other means, and is given simply by
Y(y)-Y(y). (29)
In certain cases, the sound speed profile, c(y), may be a function such
that an exact solution to (28) may be found (say by consulting tables). In
other specific cases, approximations can be made in order to put (28) in a
form whereby a known solution may be found. However, in the most general
case, (28) will have to be evaluated numerically.
Recall that (8) specifies the velocity potential as
q>U\fcy)-R(r)*(*)Y(y). (30)
Substituting (15), (24), and (29) into (30) yields the following general
solution for the velocity potential:
<p(r.*,y) - U r Jn(k r r) + Br Nn(k r r)] U4 cos(n<|>) + Bf sin(n+)] Y(y) . (3D
Finally, recall that (3) described the velocity potential as a function of
time and position as
<p(t,r)-(p(r)ei 2*ft
. (32)
Therefore, the complete general solution for the velocity potential is
given by
(pU.r.fy) = [a, Jn(k r r) Br Nn(k r r)] [a^ cos(n*) B4 sin(n<fr)] Y(y) e'
2* fl
. (33)
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE GENERALIZED OCEAN WAVEGUIDE MODEL
The next logical step in this analysis is to apply the solution to the
linear, three-dimensional, lossless, homogeneous wave equation developed in
the previous section to the generalized ocean waveguide model. Before
continuing with the mathematical derivation, a short description of the
generalized ocean waveguide model chosen for analysis will be presented.
As shown in Figure 2, space has been separated into four distinct
media. Medium I (which may represent the air) is completely characterized
by its density (pi(y)) and sound speed profile (cj(y)), which may both be, in
general, arbitrary functions of depth coordinate, y, only. Medium II (which
may represent the ocean water) is completely characterized by its density
(p 2(y)) and sound speed profile (c2(y)), which may both be, in general,
arbitrary functions of depth coordinate, y, only. Medium III (which may
represent the upper layer (sediment) of the ocean bottom) is completely
characterized by its density (p3(y)) and sound speed profile (c3(y)), which
may both be, in general, arbitrary functions of depth coordinate, y, only.
Medium IV (which may represent a second fluid layer of the ocean bottom)
is completely characterized by its density (p<j(y)) and sound speed profile
(c4 (y)), which may both be, in general, arbitrary functions of depth
coordinate, y, only.
Media I and II are separated by a boundary (which may represent the
ocean surface) at a depth of Vs(r,4>) meters, where ys may in general be an
10
arbitrary function of horizontal range, r, and azimuthal angle
<f>.
Media II and
III are separated by a boundary (which may represent the ocean bottom) at
a depth of yB (r.4>) meters, where yB may in general be an arbitrary function
of horizontal range, r, and azimuthal angle $. Media III and IV are separated
by a boundary (which may represent the interface between two different
layers in the bottom) at a depth of yB (r.$) meters, where yB may in general
be an arbitrary function of horizontal range, r, and azimuthal angle
<fr.
Medium II requires some additional examination. First, medium II
contains the omnidirectional, time-harmonic point source located at a fixed
depth of y meters and at a fixed horizontal range of zero meters. Medium II
is also further separated into two distinct subregions, labelled medium Ha
and medium lib, by an artificial boundary located at the depth of the source.
This additional boundary is required to satisfy the source boundary
conditions. The density and sound speed profiles for these subregions are

















































Figure 2. Generalized Ocean Waveguide Model
(Based onZiomek (1991, Figure 3.9-1))
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE GENERAL WAVEGUIDE MODEL SOLUTION
The primary objective of this section is to derive general expressions
for the velocity potentials in media I la and lib based on the wave equation
solution previously derived and the appropriate general boundary
conditions.
The next assumption required in this derivation is that the source of
acoustic energy in the waveguide is an omnidirectional point source which is
surrounded by the medium it is to excite acoustically. This assumption may
be justified by the fact that the velocity potential field generated by an
arbitrary acoustic source array may be expressed as the summation of the
velocity potential fields generated by the individual omnidirectional sources
which make up the array. Assuming that the source is surrounded by the
medium it is to drive acoustically is reasonable for many practical acoustic
systems.
Recall that the velocity potential is given by
q<t.r*y) -
I A r Jn(k r r) Bf Nn(kr r)] [ A^ cos (n*) + B4 sin (n*)] Y(y) e'
2*fl
. (34)
The omnidirectional point source assumption implies that the source
radiates acoustic energy equally well in all directions. However, since we
have assumed an arbitrarily varying surface and an arbitrarily varying
bottom for this waveguide, this assumption does not imply that the velocity
potential field lacks an angular dependence (that is, in general, the velocity
13
potential at a given range and depth will depend on the azimuthal angle
because of the differences in the interactions of the sound rays with the
arbitrary surface and bottom). Assuming that the source is surrounded by
the medium (and since the source is located on the y-axis, this assumption
implies that the y-axis is surrounded by the medium) implies that the
arbitrary constant n must be an integer in order to ensure that the velocity
potential is single-valued for azimuthal angles $ in excess of 2n radians (i.e.,
the velocity potential must be a periodic function with period 2n radians).
Since the velocity potential must be evaluated at the source (i.e., at r -
0), the arbitrary constant Br must be set equal to zero in order to eliminate
the Neumann function solution (since all of the Neumann functions tend to
infinity as r tends to zero) (see Boas (1983, p. 513 and p. 525) for further
proof). Thus, the general solution is reduced to
<p(t,r,4>,y) - A
r Jn(kr r) [\ cos (n<|>) B^ sin (n<fr)] Y(y) e^fl . (35)
A. VELOCITY POTENTIAL IN MEDIUM I







cos (n$) + B^ sin (n*)] Y~,(y) e'2*11 . (36)
where Y](y) represents the solution to (28) for the traveling wave in the
negative y direction.
14
Carrying out the indicated multiplications, and defining the following
new constants:
V*i" Al '
reveals the general form for the velocity potential in medium I
9i(t.r*y) = [B| cos (n«>) A, sin (n+)] Jn(k r r) Y',(y) e
i2j,,t
, (37)
where Aj and Bj are arbitrary complex constants whose values will be
determined by satisfying boundary conditions.
Additionally,
2, x 2 2 , v (2nf)
2






where kj(y) is the wave number in medium I, k
r
is the constant radial
component of the propagation vector in medium I, ky (y) is the depth
component of the propagation vector in medium I, and C|(y) is the depth-
dependent sound speed in medium I.
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It is worth noting that there is not a solution of the form YJ(y) in (37).
This is due to the fact that energy is considered to propagate in the negative
y direction out to negative infinity without reflection.
B. VELOCITY POTENTIAL IN MEDIUM II
It is clear from the configuration that the velocity potentials in media
I la and lib will be combinations of "incident" waves traveling toward the
respective boundaries and "reflected" waves traveling away from these
boundaries. With this in mind, the velocity potential in medium I la may be











where Y^Jy) represents the solution to (28) for the traveling wave in the
negative y direction (incident on the boundary at y = ys ) and Yjjy)
represents the solution to (28) for the traveling wave in the positive y
direction (reflected from the boundary at y - ys).
Carrying out the indicated multiplications and defining the following
new constants:





AA Bv -Br2a *2a V2a 2a
A r BA Av -Cr2a *2a *2a 2a
A
r
B. Bv -D. ,r2a *2a V2a 2a'
reveals the general form for the velocity potential in medium I la
q>2a(t.r.*.y ) - (
A
2a
cos n<(. Y2a(y) B 2a
cos n<|> Y 2a(y)
C
2a
sin n^Y^y) + D
2a














are arbitrary complex constants whose values
will be determined by satisfying boundary conditions.
Similarly, the velocity potential in medium lib is given by






sin n*Y2b(y) D2b sin n*
Y"




where Y2b(y) represents the solution to (28) for the traveling wave in the
positive y direction (incident on the boundary at y - yB ), Y 2b(y) represents
the solution to (28) for the traveling wave in the negative y direction
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(reflected from the boundary at y - yB ), and A2b , B2b , C2b , and D2b are
arbitrary complex constants whose values will be determined by satisfying
boundary conditions.
Additionally,
2, x 2 2 . \ (2«f)
2
, x




where k 2(y) is the wave number in medium II, k r is the constant radial
component of the propagation vector in medium II, ky (y) is the depth
component of the propagation vector in medium II, and c2(y) is the depth-
dependent sound speed in medium II.
C. VELOCITY POTENTIAL IN MEDIUM III
It is again clear from the configuration of our waveguide that the
velocity potential in medium III will be a combination of a traveling wave in
the positive y direction and a traveling wave in the negative y direction.
Thus, the velocity potential in medium III can be derived using the

















3(y) represents the solution to (28) for the traveling wave in the
positive y direction (incident on the boundary at y - yB ), Y 3(y) represents
the solution to (28) for the traveling wave in the negative y direction
(reflected from the boundary at y = yB ), and A,, B C and D are
arbitrary complex constants whose values will be determined by satisfying
boundary conditions.
Additionally,








where k 3(y) is the wave number in medium III, k r is the constant radial
component of the propagation vector in medium III, ky,(y) is the depth3
component of the propagation vector in medium III, and c3(y) is the depth-
dependent sound speed in medium III.
D. VELOCITY POTENTIAL IN MEDIUM IV
Finally, in medium IV, the velocity potential is given by (see (35))
q>4(t,r,4>,y) - A
r^





where Y^y) represents the solution to (28) for the traveling wave in the
positive y direction.




A r B. B4 ,
reveals the general form for the velocity potential in medium IV




where A« and B4 are arbitrary complei constants whose values will be
determined by satisfying boundary conditions.
Additionally,
2, , 2 2 . x (2jrfr , „,W) - kr4 ky (y) - -t— . (47)
c4(y)
where k4(y) is the wave number in medium IV, kr is the constant radial
component of the propagation vector in medium IV, ky (y) is the depth *
20
component of the propagation vector in medium IV, and q(y) is the depth-
dependent sound speed in medium IV.
It is worth noting that there is not a solution of the form Y4 (y) in (46).
This is due to the fact that energy is considered to propagate in the positive
y direction out to positive infinity without reflection.
E. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
There are three different types of boundary conditions that must be
applied to the solution of our problem. The first is the condition of
"continuity of acoustic pressure" across a boundary. This condition requires
that the acoustic pressure evaluated at a particular spatial location and time
on one side of the boundary be identically equal to the pressure evaluated at
the same spatial location and time on the other side of the boundary. Kinsler
(1982, p. 125) describes this condition as meaning that there is no net force
acting on the massless boundary separating the two media.
The second type of boundary condition is that of continuity of the
normal component of the acoustic particle velocity across a boundary. This
condition requires that the normal component of the acoustic particle
velocity evaluated at a particular spatial location and time on one side of the
boundary be identically equal to the normal component of the acoustic
particle velocity evaluated at the same spatial location and time on the other
side of the boundary. Kinsler (1982, p. 126) describes this condition as
meaning that the media remain in contact with each other.
21
The final type of boundary condition is that of discontinuity of the
normal component of the acoustic particle velocity across the boundary at
the depth of the source. Officer (1958, p. 124 and following) and Ziomek
(1991, discussion following equation (3.9-37)) describe this condition as
being required to ensure that the solution to the wave equation reduces to
that of an omnidirectional point source when the boundaries at y - y§,
y - yB , and y - yB are removed.
In developing the required boundary condition expressions, we will
consider the various types of conditions in the order previously discussed.
Thus, the first boundary condition to be applied to this problem is that of
continuity of acoustic pressure across the boundary at y - ys . This implies:
Pi(t.r,$.ys ) = P2aU.r4».ys)-
In general (from the fluid dynamics derivation), the acoustic pressure
can be related to the velocity potential by the following:
p(t,r,<fr,y) - - Po (r.<fr.y)
^ l 'r *'y)
,
(48)
where Po(r,4>,y), representing the ambient (equilibrium) density of the
medium, is, in general, an arbitrary function of the spatial variables r, $, y,
but is not a function of time.
22
Since we have assumed that density is simply a function of depth
coordinate y, and assumed a time-harmonic source, the acoustic pressure
may be written as
p(t,r,<|>,y) - - j co p (y) <p(t,r,<fr,y)
.
(49)
Thus, the acoustic pressures in the various media may be expressed as
Pi(t,r,4>,y) - - j co pj(y) q>i(t,r,4>,y)
,
(50)
P2a( l 1r .4».y) = - j to p 2(y) cp^U.r.^y)
.
(51)
P2b^.r ,4>,y) - j cop 2(y) cp2b(t,r,4>,y)
,
(52)
p 3 (t,r,4>,y) = - j co p 3(y) (^(t.r^.y) , (53)
and,
p4 (t,r,4>,y) - - j co p«(y) cp^(t,r,<t>.y) (54)
where P|(y), p 2(y). P3(y). and P4(y) are the ambient densities in media I, II,
III, and IV, respectively.
Returning to the specific boundary condition being examined, we set Pj
(given by (50)) equal to p 2a (given by (51)) at y = ys , and divide out the
common factor of -j co revealing
Pi(ys ) q>i(t,r,4>,ys ) - p 2(ys ) qWt.rMs) . (55)
Substituting the derived velocity potentials for media I (37) and Ha
(40) into (55) yields
23
Pi(ys ) {b, cos n<|> + A, sin n<fr} J ft(krj r) Yj(ys ) e»
2jlft
- P2^Ys) I A 2a cos n«> Y2a(ys )
+ B
2a
cos n* Y2a(ys )
C
2a
sin n* Y^(ys ) D2a sin n*Y'2a(ys)} J ft(kr2 r) J
2*11
. (56)
The time dependence is eliminated by dividing (56) through by the
complex exponential term e'2*ft . Carrying out the indicated multiplications
and factoring yields the following:
P2<Ys) JiAr2 r) Y2a(ys ) A2a + P2(ys ) J (kf2 r) Y2a(ys ) bJ cos n*
+ [p 2(Ys) Jn(kr2
r) Y 2a(ys ) C2a p 2(ys ) J (kf2 r) Y2a(ys ) dJ sin n<fr
Pi(Ys) Jn(k r< r) r,(ys ) B, cos n* + p,(ys ) Jn(k r r) Y",(ys ) A, sin n<> (57)
Setting the coefficients of cos n$ on the left-hand side of (57) equal to
the coefficients of cos n$ on the right-hand side of (57), setting the
coefficients of sin n<f> on the left-hand side of (57) equal to the coefficients of
sin n$ on the right-hand side of (57), and rearranging the equations
generated by this process reveals the pair of equations representing the first














r) Y^(y$) C2a + p 2(ys ) Jn(kr2 r) Y2a(ys ) D2a
-Pi(ys)Jn^r
1
DY;(ys)A 1 =0. (59)
It should be noted here that (58) and (59) are valid only if the
associated trigonometric function is not identically zero for all values of
azimuthal angle 4> (for instance, if n - 0, then sin n<J> is identically zero for all
values of 4> implying that (59) is no longer a valid boundary condition).
The second boundary condition to be applied to this problem is that of
continuity of acoustic pressure across the boundary at y - y . This implies
P2a(t,r,4»,y ) - p 2b (t,r,<fr,y )
.
Setting p 2a (given by (51)) equal to p 2b (given by (52)) at y - y and
dividing out the common terms reveals
92a(t,r4,y ) - 92b^.r .*.y ) • (6°)
Substituting the derived velocity potentials for media I la (40) and lib
(41) into (60) yields
Jn(kr2 r) I A 2a cos n$ Y 2a(y ) + B 2a cos n* Y 2a(y ) + C2a sin n<fr Y 2a(y )
D2a sin li* Y2a(y )] e'
2*11
= Jn(kf2 r) [ A 2b cos n* Y2b(y )




Dividing out the common terms eliminates both the horizontal range
and time dependences, revealing, after factoring, the following:
IY2a<yo) A 2a Y2a(y ) B2J cos n+ + [y^) C2a + Y2a(y ) dJ sin n*
- [Y^W A2b Y2b(y ) B2J cos n* + [Y2b(y ) C2b Y2b(y ) dJ sin n*. (62)
Setting the respective coefficients of cos n<J> and sin n$ equal and
rearranging yields the following pair of equations representing the second
boundary condition (BC # 2):
Y2a(y ) A 2a Y"2a(y ) B 2a
- Y2b(y ) A2b - Y2b(y ) B2b - . (63)
and
Y^Yo) C2a Y2a(y ) D2a - Y2b(y ) C2b - Y2b(y ) D2b = . (64)
Again, (63) and (64) are valid only if the associated trigonometric
function is not identically zero for all values of azimuthal angle $.
The third boundary condition to be applied to this problem is that of







Setting p 2b (given by (52)) equal to p 3 (given by (53)) at y - y B , and
dividing out the common factor of -j to reveals
P2(yB| > <P2b(t.r*,yB| ) - P3(yB| ^ <P3(t.r4.yB| ) • ^5)
Substituting the derived velocity potentials for media lib (41) and III





r) l A 2b cos n*Y2b(yBi ) + B2b cos n<fr Y 2b(yBj )
+ C2b sin n<b Y2b(yBi )
+ D2b sin n* Y2b(yBi )| e
,2*fl
° 9i%^ Jn^r3 r ) l A 3 cos n<fr Y 3(yBi ) + B 3 cos n^h%^
+ C3 sin n$Y 3(yB ) + D3 sin n$ Y~3(yB )] e
j2xfl
. (66)
The time dependence is eliminated by dividing (66) through by the
complex exponential term e' 2*ft . Carrying out the indicated multiplications
and factoring reveals the following:
[p2(yB
,






2b p2(yBl ) Jn(kr2
r) Y2b(yBj ) bJ cos n*
+ Ip2(yB^Wkr 2 r)Y2b(yBi ) C2b p 2(yB| ) Jn(kr2 r)Y"2b(yB| ) D2J sin n*
27
U(yB| ) Jn(kr3 r) Yj(yB| ) A 3 p3(yBi ) JJLkr$ r) Yj(yB| ) B3 ] cos n+




3 P3(yBi ) jn(kr3 r) Y'3(yB| ) D3 ] sin n* . (67)
Setting the respective coefficients of cos n<fr and sin n$ equal and
rearranging yields the following pair of equations representing the third
boundary condition (BC # 3):
P2(yB , ) Jo(kr 2 r) Y2b(yBl ) A 2b + P2(yBi ) J ft(kf2 r) Y'2b(yB| ) B2b
- Pj(yB| ) Wkr3 r) Yj(irBl ) A 3 - p 3(yBj ) Jn(krj r) Y 3(yBj ) B 3 - , (68)
and
P2(yB , ) Wkr2 r) Y
+
2b(yBi ) C2b p2(yBl ) Jn(kr 2
r) Y'2b(yBl ) D2b
" Pa(yBl >WS D Yj(yBl ) C3 - p 3(yB| ) Jn(kr3 r) Y 3(yBj ) D3 - . (69)
Again, (68) and (69) are valid only if the associated trigonometric
function is not identically zero for all values of azimuthal angle 4>.
The fourth boundary condition to be applied to this problem is that of
continuity of acoustic pressure across the boundary at y - yB . This implies
Plfa*.YB2 ) - P4(t.r-iyB2
28
Setting P3 (given by (53)) equal to p4 (given by (54)) at y - yB , and
dividing out the common factor of -j o> reveals
p3(yB2 ) vstofiy^ - p«(yB2 ) WtMy^) • (7 °)
Substituting the derived velocity potentials for media III (43) and IV




r) |a 3 cos n* Y 3(yB2 ) B 3 cos n* YJ(yB2 )
C3 sin n+ Y
+






r) U4 cos n<frY^) + B< sin i*Y;(yB2 )] e' 2*ft . (71)
The time dependence is eliminated by dividing (71) through by the
complex exponential term e' 2*fl . Carrying out the indicated multiplications
and factoring reveals the following:
lp3<yB2 ) J«Ar 3 D Y;(yB2 ) A 3 P3(yB2 ) J (k f3 r) Y"3(yB2 ) B 3 ] cos n<$>
+ Uty^ in(kr3 D Y;(yB2 ) C3 P3(yB2 ) Jn(kf3 r) YjCy^) D3 ] sin n<fr
- U^) Wkr4 r) Y^(yB2 ) A4 ] cos n* U(yB2 ) Jn^ r) Y^y^) B4 ] sin n* .
(72)
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Setting the respective coefficients of cos n$ and sin n$ equal and
rearranging yields the following pair of equations representing the fourth
boundary condition (BC # 4):
P3<yB2 > Jn<fcr3
r) Y;<y
B2 ) A} P3(yB2 ) Jn(kr3 r) Yjly^) B 3











3 P3(yB2 ) Jn(kr 3
r) Y 3(yB2 ) D3
-P4(yB2 )Jn(kr,r)Y;(yB2)B4 =0. (74)
Again, (73) and (74) are valid only if the associated trigonometric
function is not identically zero for all values of azimuthal angle $.
The fifth boundary condition is that of continuity of the normal
component of acoustic particle velocity across the boundary at y - ys . This
implies
Un i(t,r,4>,ys ) " tWt.r4.ys)
.
where:
Un ,(t,r*y) - U,(t,r,<fcy) • i(r*y)
,
(75)
Unit(tJ*y) - U2a(t,r^y) • ns (r,4>,y) (76) .
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and n8 (r,4».y) represents the unit vector normal to the boundary at y - ys .
In order to continue with the evaluation of this boundary condition,
expressions for the velocities and the unit normal vector must be developed.
Recalling that the acoustic particle velocity is simply the gradient of the
velocity potential implies
Ui(t,r,4>,y) - V q>i(t.r,<fr,y), (77)
where q>|(t,r,<J>,y) is given by (37), and the gradient of cp, expressed in
cylindrical coordinates, is given by
„ u . , *p(t,r,<t>,y) a 1 8y(t,r,4>,y)
a a^t.r.^y) av^*y)--^r*
F-jp* + ~~^T~ y (78)
Performing the indicated partial differentiations results in the
following:
^^1 - {B, cos * A, sin *} r,(y) ***«~^~
djn(k r , r) d(k r , r)



















= {- n B, sin n$ + n A, cos n<>} Jn(k rj r) Y\(y) e'2*fl , (80)
aq>|(tMy)
. ( Bl cos n<M Al sin n<t>} Jfl(kf
^
r) e^-^- , (81)




Ui(t,r,<fcy) = [k r Ui cosn<|> + Aj sin n<t>j Y,(y) r
d(krj r)
+ - [ Aj cos n<|> - B, sin n$j Jn(krj r) Y",(y) +
dY^(y)
(b, cos n* A! sin n<|>} Jn(kfl r) —^- y] e^
ft
. (82)
Conducting a similar analysis on the appropriate expressions reveals
the following set of equations for the velocities in the remaining media:
U2a(t.r,fcy) - [kr2 ( A 2a cos n<fr Y2a(y)





+ C2a sin n$ Y2a(y) + D^ sin n<fr Y2a(y)J r
d(kr2 r)
+ 7 l c2a cos n* Y2a(y) + D2a cos n«J> Y2a(y)
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A 2a sin n$ Y2a(y) - B 2a sin n<t>Y2a(y)j Jn(k r r)
dY 2a(y) dY2a(y)
+ lA 2a cosn<t> dy
+ B 2a cosn<fr dy
dY^y) dY2a(y)
+ C2a sin n$ dy + D2a sin n<fr dy j Jn(kf2 r) y | e
|2*fl (83)





+ C2b sin n<|> Y2b(y) + D2b sin n$ Y2b(y)J
+ 7 l c2b cos n<|> Y2b(y) + D2b cos n$ Y 2b(y
)
d(k r2 r)
A 2b sin n<fr Y2b(y) - B2b sin n<t>Y 2b(y)) Jn(kr2
r)
dY2b(y) dY"2b(y)
+ { A 2b cos n<|> dy B 2b cos n<fr dy
dY 2b(y) dY2b (y).
C2b sin n<|>—r— + D2b sin n<fr —7-—} Jn(k r „ r) y ] J 2* 11 , (84)dy dy
U 3 (t,r,4>.y) - [k r [ A 3 cos n<t> Y 3(y) + B 3 cos n$ Y 3(y)
+ C3 sin n$ Y 3(y) + D3 sin n$ Y 3(y)J





+ - lc3 cos n<|> Y3(y) + D3 cos n$ Y3(y)
- A 3 sin n$ Y3(y) - B 3 sin n$Y3(y)} Jn(kf3 r) +
dYj(y) dY3(y)




+ D3 sinn(|)-^-) Jn(kr3 r)y ] ej2*fl , (85)
dJn(k r, r)








+ { A4 cos n* B4 sin n«J Jn(k r^ r) —jj— y] ej2*fl . (86)
Now, we must turn our attention to deriving an expression for the unit
normal vector. A review of texts covering calculus and analytic geometry
(for instance, Berkey (1988, p. 830), and Leithold (1972, p. 934)) remind us
that if the surface can be expressed as a constant function of all three spatial
variables (i.e., f(r,$,y) - a constant), then the normal vector to this surface at
any point is simply the gradient of the function describing the surface
evaluated at that point. Recalling that both the boundaries ys , yB , and yB
were defined to be arbitrary functions of the other spatial variables, let
34
y - fs(r,4>) , (87) at the ocean surface (i.e., y - ys ),
y - fB (r,<j>) , (88) at the ocean bottom (i.e., y - yB ), and
y - fB (r,4>) , (89) at the bottom layer interface (i.e., y - yB ).
Concentrating on the ocean surface for the moment, subtracting f$(r,<t>)
from both sides of (87) yields
y - fs(M>) = . (90)
Letting a new function, ts(r,4>,y), equal the left-hand side of (90), we
have an equation of the form
TS(r,4>,y) - y - fs(r,4>) - . (91)
Taking the gradient of TS(r,<t>,y) using the cylindrical coordinate system
gradient operator (78) yields
„ , i




afs(r,<(>) a 1 dfs(r,<t>) a a ._V ts(r,*,y) - -
-^r-r-f-^* + y (92)




Since we need a unit normal vector, the magnitude of N$ (for which we
use the symbol Ns ) must be evaluated. Recalling that the magnitude of a
vector is the square root of the sum of the squares of the individual
components, then N
s
can be written directly as
Ns-^{^) 2
^{^f} 2 + l. (94)
Therefore, the desired unit normal vector is given by
a l f afs(r,4>) a 1 afs(r.») a a
Similar analysis reveals the following expressions for the unit normal
vectors at the boundaries y - yB (nB ) and y = yB (nB ):
%'- [









Returning to the evaluation of the fifth boundary condition, substituting
(82) and (95) into (75), substituting (83) and (95) into (76), and performing
the indicated dot products yields







Un i (t,r ,,>') = [k r (b, cos n$ + Aj sin n<t>j Y,(y) r
d(k rj r)
+
-[a, cosn<t>- B, sinn^j Jn(k r r) Y",(y) +
dY^(y)
+ Ui cos n4> + A, sin n*} Jn(k rj r) dy y] e
j2*ft
1 f afs(r,<fr) a i afs(r,4>) a a 1




















2a cos n<|> Y2a(y) + B2a cos n<J> Y2a(y)
+ C2a sin n<(> Y2a(y) + D2a sin n$ Y2a(y)j r
d(kr2 r)
+ 7 i c2a cos n4> Y2a(y) + D2a cos n* Y2a(y)
- Afc sin n<fr Yja(y) - B2a sin n*
Y
2a(y)j Jn(kr2 r) $
dY^y) dY2a(y)
1 A 2a cos n*—^~ + B2a cos n<fr—
^~
dY2a(y) dY2a(y)
+ C2a sin n4> dy
+ D2a sin n* dy J Jn(kr2 r) y | e
j2xft
1 ( afs(r,4>) A 1 afs(r,») a a!









~2 lC2a cos n<t» Y2a(y) + D2a cos n<fr Y2a(y) - A 2a sin n$ Y2a(y)
B2aSinn*Y2a(y)Jjfl(kf2 r)-^L
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dY^y) dY 2a(y) dY^y)





+ D2a sinn4>-^jjn(kr2 r)|^. (101)
Setting Unl (t,r,<}>,ys ) (100) equal to Un2a(t,r4>,ys ) (101), and eliminating
e
J2*ft




























^2 ( c2a cos n<fr Y2a(ys ) + D2a cos n<fr Y 2a(ys )
+ , _ \ af$(r,4>)
- A 2a sin n<t> Y2a(ys ) - B 2a sin n*
Y
2a(ys )J Jn(k f2 r)
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dY2a(ys ) dY2a(ys ) dYja(ys)
+ { A 2a cos n<t>—
j-
— + B2a cos n*—^— + C2a sin n$ ^
—
dY2a(ys )










Jn(kr , r) dy
B,]cosn<j>
dyk^r)
8fs(r,») n . ,. ^ afs(rJ)
+




*r r ' *
dY",(ys )


















r) dy A2a * J"(kf2










* I- kr, Y2a(ys )








+ * J»(j£f2 D Y2a(ys )
^jjjf*
A» * J J„<kr 2 D Y2a(ys )^^ B 2a
dY2a(ys ) clY2a(ys )
Jt^r) dy C2a ^Jn(kr2 r) dy D2>|sinn». (103)
Setting the respective coefficients of cos n$ and sin n<|> equal and
rearranging yields the following:















a(ys ) dY2a(ys )
- lj„(kr
2
























D Y2a(ys) C2a * Jn(kr2 r) Y"2,(ys ) D2a] ^J^ , (104)
and




"ly- A« " kr,
-—
—











d^~ C2» * Jn<kr2 D—^— D2a ]
dj
fl
(kf2 r) dj„(kf2 r >
. afs(r.»)
" Ikr. Y2,(ys) C2a * kr Y2,(ys ) D2a |
-*-*-
d(kf2 r) d(kf2 r)
ar
* J bo(kr2 D Y2a(ys ) A2, * j (kf2 r) Y2,(ys ) B2a ]^^ . (105)
Again, (104) and (105) are valid only if the associated trigonometric
function is not identically zero for all values of azimuthal angle $. It should
be noted here that both (104) and (105) are of the form
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(LHS term 1 (LHS term 2)
-V*- + (LHS term 3) -Ji-rL-
ar a$
afc(r,d>) efc(r,d>)
- (RHS term 1 ) (RHS term 2) -*—*- (RHS term 3) -jLr
L"
ar a$
Therefore, we may simplify (104) and (105) by setting LHS term 1
equal to RHS term 1, LHS term 2 equal to RHS term 2, and LHS term 3 equal
to RHS term 3. Performing this analysis and rearranging the resulting
expressions yields the set of six equations representing the fifth boundary
condition (BC # 5)







Jn(kf2 r)—5^B2a -Jn(kri r)-^r-B 1 . 0,(106)
djn(kr 2 r) djn(kr2 r)
kr
2
Y 2a(ys ) A 2a * kr Y2a(ys ) B 2a
d(kr2 r) d(k r2 r)
djn(kr, D






D Y 2a(ys ) C2a Jn(kr2 r) Y2a(ys ) D2a - Jn(kr , r) Y^(ys ) A, - , 1108)
dY2a(ys ) dY 2a(ys ) dY',(ys )
Jn(kr
2









2a(ys ) C2a kr Y 2a(ys ) D2a









Jn(kr, r) Y;a(ys ) A 2a jn(kf, r) Y 2a(ys ) B2a - J ft(kfl r) Y~(ys ) B, - . (Ill)
dfs(r,4>)
Here, (107) and (
1
10) are valid only if —:— is not identically zero for
dr
all values of range, r, and azimuthal angle, 4>. Similarly, (108) and (111) are
dfs(r,<t>)
valid only if —*—— is not identically zero for all values of range, r, and
azimuthal angle, f
The sixth boundary condition is that of continuity of the normal
component of the acoustic particle velocity at the boundary y - yB . This
implies
lWt,r.4>,yB )
- Un3 (t,r.4>,yB )
,
where






represents the unit vector normal to the boundary at y - yB .
Substituting (84) and (96) into (112), substituting (85) and (96) into
(113), and performing the indicated dot products yields
Un2b(t,r,<t).y) Ur
2
lA 2b cos n$ Y 2b(y) + B2b cos n$ Y2b(y)
dJn(k f2 r)
A






+ 7 lC2b cos n<|> Y2b(y) + D2b cos n<|> Y2b(y)
r
A 2b sin n<fr Y2b(y) - B 2b sin n<fr Y2b(y)j Jn(k r r)•*
dY2b(y) dY~2b(y)
(A 2b cos n* . * B2b cos n* .
dY2b(y) dY2b(y)
+ C2b sin n* d
* D2b sin n* . J J„(kr2




A iV* A ^
Un2b( l .r .*.y) " I" k r
2
















( A 2b cos rnk dy
* B2b cos n+ d
+ C2b sin n+ .
dY2b(y)









3 cos n$ Y 3(y) + B3 cos n<|> Y 3(y)









+ - lc3 cos n4> Y3(y) + D3 cos n<fr Y 3(y)
- A 3 sin n$ Y 3(y) - B3 sin n<|>
Y
3(y)j Jn(kr3 r) +
dY^y) dY"3(y)
+ {a 3 cos n<t>—^— + B 3 cos n*~^T"
dY^y) dY3(y)
+ C3 sin n<|>—
^— + D3 sin n<|>—^—J Jn(kr3












iWU^y) - [- k r f A 3 cos n$ X\{y) + B 3 cos n<fr Y 3(y)

















+ { A 3 cos n$—^— + B 3 cos n<fr—
^~
dYj(y) dYj(y) ^
+ C3 sin n$ -jj— D3 sin n<|> —^~J Jn(kf3 r)| . (115)
N
B,
Setting Un2b (t,r,4>,yB ) (1 14) equal to Un3(t,r^ IyB ) (1 15) and eliminating
e
j2»ft
the common term yields
NR
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C2b sin n* Y2b(yBi )






-§(^ tC2b cos n* Y2b(yBj ) + D2b cos n$ Y2b(yB| )




dY2b(yBj ) dY2b(yBi ) dY
+
2b(yBi )
+ ( A 2b cos n<fr ^ + B2b cos n<fr ^ + C2b sin n$
^
dY"2b(yBl )
+ D2b sin n<|> dy
-}j
n(kr r)
k r iA 3 cos n* Yj(yB ) + B3 cos n<fr Y3(yB )
3 D i




dWkr, r) afB (r,*)
-
^
{c3 cos n* Y3(yBj ) + D3 cos n$ Y3(yBj )
af
B (r,<fr)
A 3 sin n* Y3(yBj )




«;CyB ) dY 3(yBi )
+ {a 3 cos n$
—
j-









— + D3 sin n<J>
—
j-
—) Jn(kr3 r). (116)
























- C2b - ^ Jft(kf2 r) Y"2b(yB| ) - D2b





— A 2b Jn(kr2 r)—
^
— B 2b ] cos n<fr















^ Wkr 2 r) Y2b(yBj )—
^— A 2b ^ Jn(k f2 r) Y2b(yBi )
~-^~ B 2b
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^b(yBl ) dY2b(yBi )
+ Jn(kr
2
r)—jy— C2b + Jn(kr2 r)—^
—
























r) dy Aj + Jn(kr3 r) dy B^ cos n*





























r) dy D*' sin n* • ( * 17)
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Setting the respective coefficients of cos n<fr and sin n$ equal and
rearranging yields the following:
dY2b(yB| ) dY2b(yB) )
ljn(kr2
r) fj A 2b J„(kr 2 r) ^ B 2J
djn(kr2 r) djn(kr2 r) V'*
l"r
2






J ljn(kr 2 D Y2b(yB| ) C2b * j„(kr2 r) Y2b(yB| ) D2b ] ^
dY;(y
B| ) dY 3(yB) )
- [j„(kr
3
D dy A, * j„(k f} r) dy B3 ]
dj„(kf3 r) dj„(krj r) \W
lkr












dY2b(yB| ) dY2b(yBl )
\iAr
2
t) dy C2b Jn(kf; D dy D2b ]
djn(kr2 r) djn(kf2 r) ti^ir*)
Ikr
2














5(yBi ) dYj(yB) )
- Ij.(k,, D—^— C3 J„(kfj r)—j— Dj|
.
dj„(krj r) djn(kf3 r) afB) (r*)
|kr














+ J[jn(kr3 r)Y;(yBi )A3
+ jn(kr3 r)Y3(yBi )B3]--^—
.
(119)
Again. (118) and (119) are valid only if the associated trigonometric
function is not identically zero for all values of azimuthal angle $. Conducting
an analysis of (118) and (119) similar to that of the previous boundary
condition yields the set of six equations representing the sixth boundary *
condition (BC # 6)
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dYjb(yB| ) dY2b(yB| )
Jn(kr
2
D ^ A 2b * Jn(kr
2
r) ^ B 2h
dY;(y
Bl
) dY 3(yBi )
Jn(kr
3
r)—^— A3-Jn(kr3 r)—^— B 3 = , (120)
djn(kr2 r) dWkr2 r)
kr
2
Y 2b(yBi ) A2b + kr2


















Y (yB )B 3 -0, (121)
Wkr
2
r) Y;b(yB| ) C2b + Jn(kf2 r) Y'2b(yB| ) D2b











^(yB| ) dYi(yB| )
" Jn(kr
3
D—^— C3 - Jn(kr3 r)—^— D3 - , (123)
djn(kr2 D djn(kf2 r)
kr
2


























) A 3 - J (kr3 r) Y^) B 3 - . (125)
afB,fr*)
Here, (121) and (124) are valid only if — is not identically zero
for all values of range, r, and azimuthal angle, $. Similarly, (122) and (125)
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afB,(r.*)
are valid only if 7— is not identically zero for all values of range, r, and
azimuthal angle, 4>.
The seventh boundary condition is that of continuity of the normal
component of the acoustic particle velocity at the boundary y - yB . This
implies
Un3^.r*yBJ - Un4 (t,r,<t>.yB )
,
where
Uft3(t.r4y) - U 3 (t.r.4>.y) • nB (r.<fr,y)
.
(126)





represents the unit vector normal to the boundary at y = yB .
Substituting (85) and (98) into (126), substituting (86) and (98) into
(127), and performing the indicated dot products yields
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Un3 (t.r.4».y) = Ur, I
A
3 cos n$Y 3(y) + B 3 cos n<t>Y 3(y)








+ 7 IC3 c°s n4> Y3(y) + D3 cos n$ Y3(y)
- A 3 sin n$ Y3(y) - B3 sin n*Y 3(y)} Jn(kr 3 r) +
dYj(y) dY 3(y)




+ C3 sin n$—j— * D3 sin n<|>-j—J Jn(kf3 r) y J e,2,ft
•
—









+ C3 sin n4> Y 3(y) + D3 sin n$ Y3(y)j
-
-7 (c3 cos n<|> Y3(y) + D3 cos n$ Y3(y)
d(kr3 r)
dr







+ { A 3 cos n*-^— + B 3 cos n<fr —
^~
dYj(y) dYj(y)







. r \ .
dJ
"S r) A




+ - [b4 cos n<fr - A4 sin n$J Y^(y) Jn(kr4 r)
dYl(y)






tWt.r.^.y) = I - k r I
A
4 cos n<|> + B4 sin n<fc) Y4(y)
d(k r . r)
3r













Setting Uft3(t.r4>.yB ) (128) equal to Un4(t,r,<t>.yB ) (129) and eliminating
e
j2*ft
the common term reveals
N
B2









{c3 cos n<|> Y3(yB2 ) + D3 cos n$ Y3(yB2 )
af
B2 (r,4>)
- A 3 sin n$ Y3(yB2 ) - B3 sin n^Y^y^)} Jn(kr3 r)
^;(YB2 ) dY3(yB2 )
+ { A 3 cos n<fr—
^





















{b4 cos n<fr - A4 sin n+j Y4(yB2 ) Jn(kf4 r)—
^—
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r) efB2(r*) djn(kr 3 r) etyr,*)
+ l-kr







B2 (r,<t>) afB2 (r.<J>)




































^Jn^ r) Y;(yB2 )
—
— A< + Jn(kf^ r) dy BJ sin n<|> . (131)
Setting the respective coefficients of cos n<t> and sin n$ equal and
rearranging yields the following:
dY;(yB2 ) <JY3(yB2 )
ljn(kf
3
f) dy A3 + Jn(kf? r) dy B3 1
.







,(V B5 ' ~^~






















<Iy*J dY 3(yB2 )
bn(kr
3



















J [Jn(kr 3 D Y^) A 3 Jn(kf3 r) Y^) B 3 ] —^—
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Again, (132) and (133) are valid only if the associated trigonometric
function is not identically zero for all values of azimuthal angle <j>. Conducting
an analysis of (132) and (133) similar to that of the previous two boundary
conditions yields the set of six equations representing the seventh boundary
condition (BC * 7)
<JY;(v
B2 )
dY3(yB2 ) dY;(yB2 )
Jo<V)—d7~ A 3 + ^r 3 r) dy B3 -Jn(kr4 r) dy A< = ,(134)
djn(kr 3
r) djn(kf3 r)















r) Y;(yB2 ) C} . j„(kr} r) Y",(yB2 ) D, - ]n(ku r) Y4(yB2 ) B4 - . (136)






c 3 * J»(k r 3
r)
—ty~ D3 " J«(kr4 r)—^~ B 4 - , ( 1 37)




3(yB ) C3 * kfj Y3(yB ) D 3















D Y;(yB2 ) A 3 Jn(kr3 r) Y^) B3 - j (kr4 r) Y^) A 4 - . (1 39)
Here, (135) and (138) are valid only if is not identically zero
dr
for all values of range, r, and azimuthal angle, $. Similarly, (136) and (139)
ay^
are valid only if——— is not identically zero for all values of range, r, and
azimuthal angle, 4>.
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The final boundary condition is that of discontinuity of the normal

















(t.r,^y) - U2b (t,r,<b,y) • n (r,<b,y) ( 1 42)
n (r,<t>,y) - y , (143)
(143) represents the unit normal vector to the boundary at y - y , and G\
and G 2 represent amounts of discontinuity. The "prime" superscripts (in U
and U
.J are used to indicate that these velocities are to be evaluated at y =
n2b
y (This was necessary since the notation Un2a was used in the evaluation of
the velocity boundary condition at the surface, and the notation Un2b was
used in the evaluation of the velocity boundary condition at the boundary y
Substituting (83) and (143) into (141), substituting (84) and (143) into






{A 2a cos n<|> Y 2a(y) + B 2a cos n<|> Y2a(y) + C2a sin n<fr Y 2a(y)
dJn(kr2 r)
A n
+ D2a sin n<|> Y2a(y)J
d(kr2 r)
r + 7l c2a cosn4>Y2a(y)
D2a cos n<|> Y2a(y) - A 2a sin n<fr Y2a(y) - B 2a sin n<|>
Y
2a(y)j Jn(k r r)
dY 2a(y) dY2a(y)
*{ A 2a cos n$ dy + B2a cos n$ dy
dY2a(y) dY 2a(y)
^
+ C2a sin n<fr dy







* A2a C0S n* dy
+ B2a C0S n* dy
<JY 2a(y) dY2a(y)
C2a sin n<|> dy







(t,r,4.,y) - [kr2 U 2b cos n$ Y2b(y) B2b cos n<fr Y2b(y)




+ 7 fob cos n<fr Y 2b(y) + D2b cos n* Y2b(y)
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- A2b sin n<fr Y2b(y) - B 2b sin n<|>Y2b(y)) Jn(kr r) +2
dY2b(y) dY2b(y)
+ 1 A 2b cos n<fr dy B2b cos n<j> .
dY2b(y) dY2b(y)
^







'*,y) ' I A2b cos n* dy
+ B2b cos n* dy
dY2b(y) dY2b(y)
C2b sin n*—^— D2b sin n*—^—J Jn(kf2 r) e'
2*ft
. (145)
Substituting (144) and (145) into (140), dividing out the common
terms, and evaluating the resulting expressions at y - y yields
.
dY2a(y ) dY2a(y ) dY2b(y ) dY 2b(y )
i dy A2a
+
dy B2a ' dy Azb ' dy h™ cos n*




dy D2a " dy C2b " dy ^ sin n*
- Gj cosn$ +
G
2 sinn$. (146)
Setting the respective coefficients of cos n$ and sin n$ equal and
rearranging yields the following pair of equations representing the eighth
and final boundary condition (BC # 8):
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dY2




— A 2a + —^— B 2a
-—^A 2b -—— 5253=0, , (147)
and
dY 2a(y ) dY2a(y ) dY 2b(y ) dY2b(y )
i—^-C2a + -1^D2a --5^C2b -—^—V2t)-G 2 . (148)
Again, (147) and (148) are valid only if the associated trigonometric
function is not identically zero for all values of azimuthal angle <{>.
F. SUMMARY OF BOUNDARY CONDITION EQUATIONS AND THEIR
VALIDITY
To summarize, the boundary condition equations which must be
satisfied for our general waveguide model are as follows:
P2<Ys) Jn(kr
2





(ys)B 1 -0, (149)









(ys)A 1 =0, (150)






- Y2b(y ) A2b - Y2b(y.) B2b - , (151)
which is valid only if cos n$ is not identically zero for all values of f
Y;,(y„) C
2,
* Y2a(y ) D2,
- Y2b(y ) C2b
- Y2b(y ) D2„
-
, (152)
which is valid only if sin n<(> is not identically zero for all values of 4>.
P2(Yb,) Jn(kr
2
r) Y^Yb.) & 2b + p 2 (YB.) Mk *2 T) ^b^B,) B 2b
- P3(Yb,) Jn(kr
3
D Y;(yB ,) A 3 - p 3(yBl ) Jn(kr 3 D Y3(yBl )B3 « , (153)
which is valid only if cos n<J> is not identically zero for all values of <|>.
P2(Yb,) V*V) Y^Yb,) C2b + P2(Yb,) Jn^r 2 r) Y2b(yBl ) D2b
- P3(Yb,) Jn(kr
3
r) Y;(yBl ) C3 - P3(yBl ) J ft(kr3 r) Y3(yBl ) D3 - , (154)
which is valid only if sin n$ is not identically zero for all values of 4>.
P3(Yb2 ) Wkr3 r) Y 3(yB2 ) A 3 + p 3(yB2 ) Jn(kr3 r) Y 3(yB2 ) B 3
-p4(YB2 )Jn(kr4 r)Y;(yB2)A4 .0, (155)
which is valid only if cos n$ is not identically zero for all values of 4>.
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P3^Yb2 ) Jnter 3
r) Y^y^) C
3
+ p 3(yB2 ) Jn(kr3
r) Y
3(yB2 ) D 3
-P4(yB2 )Jn(kr4 r)Y;(yB2 )B^
-0, (156)
which is valid only if sin n<f> is not identically zero for all values of $.







Jn(kf2 r)—^B 2a - Jn(k fl r)-^B, - , (157)
which is valid only if cos n<fr is not identically zero for all values of <J>.







Jn(kf2 r)—^-D2a -Jn(k ri r)-^-A 1 =0, (158)















kfl Y"I (ys)B 1 -0. (159)
d(k f| r)
dfs(r,4»)




Jn(kr? r) Y^Ys) C2a + J (kr r) Y2a(ys ) D2a - jn(kfj r) Y",(ys ) A, = , (160)
afs(r,<fr)
which is valid only if cos n$ and
—
r:
— are not identically zero for all values
of r and 4>.






a(ys ) C2a kr Y2a(ys ) D2a












r) Y2a(ys) A 2a Jn(kf2 r) Y2a(ys ) B2a - Jn(kfl r) r,(ys ) B, - , (162)
afs(r,<|>)



















D—j^A 3 -Jn(kr3 r)——Si-O, (163)
which is valid only if cos n$ is not identically zero for all values of <(>
dY2b(yB| ) dY2b(yBl )
V *r 2 D
—
fy





dY;(yB| ) dY 3(yB) )
-Jn<kr
3
D—^— C3 - Jn(krj r)—^— Dj - , (164)
which is valid only if sin n$ is not identically zero for all values of <j>.
djn(kr2 r) djn(k f2 r)
kr
2
Yjb(yB ) A 2b k r Y2b(yB ) B2b
d(k f2 r) d(k f2 r)
dj (kr
3
D djn(k r3 r)
- k r , Y;(yB .) A 3 - k r Y"(yB ) B3 - , (165)3
d(k r , r)
3




which is valid only if cos n<fr and —~ are not identically zero for all













whicn is valid only if cos n<fr and ——— are not identically zero for all
values of r and $•
dj (kr
2
r) djn(k r2 r)
kr
2
Y2b(yBl ) C2b + kr Y2b(yB ) D2b




kr, Y;(yBl )C3 - k r , Yj(yBl ) D3 - , (167)3
d(k r, r)
3
d(k r _ r)
5 5
tfB| (r.4>)
which is valid only if sin n$ and are not identically zero for all
values of r and $.
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Jn(kr2




Bl ) A 3 - JJk^r) Y 3(yBl ) B 3 - , (168)
which is valid only if sin n$ and ——— are not identically zero for all
values of r and
<J>.
dY;(yB2 ) dY 3(yB2 ) dY^,)
Jo(kr
3
D-^-A 3 + jn(kr3 r)—^-Bs-JnCk^r)—^— A, = 0,(169)
which is valid only if cos n$ is not identically zero for all values of <{>.
dY;(yB2 ) dY"3(yB2 ) dY;(yB2 )
Jn(kr3r)^^C 3 + jn(k f3 r)—^— D3 -jn(k% r)—^— B<-0. (170)





kr, y;(yb2 ) A 3 kr
y"
3(yB ) B 33












which is valid only if cos n<fr and — are not identically zero for all
values of r and 4>.
Jn(kr
3
r) y;(Yb2 ) C3 J ft(kr3 r) Y3(yB2 ) D3 - Jn(kf4 r) Y^) B4 - , (172)
dfB2 (r,4>)
which is valid only if cos n<t> and ——— are not identically zero for all






kr, Y;(yB ) C3 kr Y 3(yB2 ) D3
d(kfi r) d(k. r)
5 5
-kr . Y;(yB,)B4 -0, (173)
d(kr<j r)
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which is valid only if sin n$ and are not identically zero for all
values of r and 4.
Wkr
3
r) Y;(yB2 ) A 3 Jn(kf3 r) Y 3(yB2 ) B 3 - }n(^ r) Y;(yB2 ) A4 - , (174)
efB2(r.40
which is valid only if sin n$ and ——— are not identically zero for all
values of r and $.
dY2a(y ) dY 2a(y ) dY 2b(y ) dY2b(y )H57~ A 2a +—^T-B 2a -—^— A 2b -—^—
B
2b}-G,. (175)
which is valid only if cos n<|) is not identically zero for all values of 4>.
dY2a(y ) dY2a(y ) dY2b(y„) dY2tl(y )
i—5y— c2a +—^y— D2a -—57- C»—jj- D2bj-G 2 . (176)
which is valid only if sin n<|> is not identically zero for all values of <|».
G. DIFFERENCES NOTED DUE TO ARBITRARY BOUNDARY SHAPE
Before going on to verify that the set of derived general boundary
condition equations reduces to a well-known and well-documented set of
boundary condition equations for a very specific set of waveguide conditions,
the interesting and somewhat unexpected appearance of Jn(k f ). i = 1, 2, 3. 4
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terms in some of the general boundary condition equations needs to be
discussed. These terms cannot be eliminated in the general case of
arbitrarily shaped boundaries because the radial component of the wave
number is not constant, and in fact, it depends upon the orientation of the
local normal vector to the surface.
To show that this is true, we will begin with the specific case of a planar
boundary. As shown in Figure 3. the vector wave number k may be resolved
into its component vectors, kr and ky with respect to the coordinate axes r
and y, that is,
k = kf + ky . (177)
Planar boundary
Figure 3. Planar Boundary Wave Number Vector Decomposition
Evaluating the geometry reveals the following pair of equations to describe
these component vectors:
kr -kcos6r= kr r. (178)
and
ky -ksin8y- ky y , (179)
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where k is the magnitude of the vector k. 6 is the angle between the vector
k and the r-axis, r is the unit vector in the radial direction, y is the unit
vector in the y direction, k r is the magnitude of the radial component, and ky
is the magnitude of the depth component.
Now we will explore the more general case shown in Figure 4. Again the
k vector may be decomposed into its component vectors with respect to two
arbitrary boundary
Figure 4. Generalized Boundary Wave Number Vector Decomposition
very different sets of coordinate axes, the standard r and y axes, and the r'
and the y' axes, which are oriented based on the local normal vector. When
decomposed with respect to the r and y axes, the components may be
expressed as indicated in (178) and (179). However, when decomposed with
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= k cos (9 + p) r' =kr. r' , (180)
and
kv< = ksin(8 + p)y' -kv-y' , (181)
where k is the magnitude of the vector k, 8 is the angle between the vector
A
k and the r-axis. p is the angle between the r and r' axes, r' is the unit
A
vector in the r' direction, y' is the unit vector in the y' direction, kr is the
magnitude of the component in the r' direction, and ky is the magnitude of
the component in the y* direction.
Using the appropriate trigonometric identities, (180) and (181) may be
rewritten as
A





= k(sin8 cosp + cosesinpjy* . (183)
Equations (182) and (183) may be simplified further by carrying out













sin p + ky cos p) y' . (185)
Equation (184) shows that the component of the wave number along
the tangent plane (i.e., in the r' direction) at any point depends on the angle
p, and therefore, on the specific point along the arbitrarily shaped boundary
at which the vector is to be evaluated. Therefore, this component is not
constant, and must be maintained in the boundary condition equations.
H. VERIFICATION OF INITIAL RESULTS
We will now show that the boundary condition equations derived in
this section reduce to the well-known and well-documented set of boundary
condition equations for the following classical waveguide problem: Assume
that there are only three fluid media, not four, and that
All sound speeds are constant, i.e.,
•c,(y)-c,,
• c2(y) - c2 , and
• c3(y) - c3 .
All ambient densities are constant, i.e.,
• P|(y)-P|.
• P2W " P2- and
• P3W - Pi-
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All boundaries are planar and parallel, i.e.,
•
ys( r 4>) = °.
• y (r.4>) - Yo. and
•y
B ,(M>) = D-
These conditions represent a waveguide made up of three layers. The
flat boundary at y - separates a semi-infinite medium (medium I:
- oo s y s 0) and a finite medium (medium II: < y s D) of (perhaps)
different specific acoustic impedances. The flat boundary at y = D separates a
finite medium (medium II: 0$ysD) and a semi-infinite medium (medium
III: D s y s + a) of (perhaps) different specific acoustic impedances. These
conditions imply that the following arbitrary constants may be set equal to
zero for the reasons indicated:
• B3 (no wave reflected in negative y direction)
• D3 (no wave reflected in negative y direction)
• A4 (medium not modeled)
• B4 (medium not modeled)
Also, n - since plane, parallel boundaries remove angular dependence.
These conditions also imply that the wave number k and the
propagation vector component in the y direction ky are constant in a given












Thus, we may set the arbitrary functions Y (y) and Y (y) in our
previous work as follows:
Y
+















and —- are identically zero for all values of r and *. Thus, the following
boundary condition equations have been invalidated for the reasons
indicated:
• (150) is invalid because sin n* (for n = 0) is identically zero for all values
of*,
• ( 152) is invalid because sin n* (for n - 0) is identically zero for all values
of*,
• (154) is invalid because sin n* (for n - 0) is identically zero for all values
of*.
• (155) is invalid because medium IV is not being modeled,
• (156) is invalid because medium IV is not being modeled,
• (158) is invalid because sin n* (for n - 0) is identically zero for all values
of*,
afs(r,*)
• (159) is invalid because is identically zero for all values of r and *,
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(160) is invalid because
8fs(r,4>)
is identically zero for all values of r and $,
afs(r.<t>)
• ( 16 1 ) is invalid because both sin n$ and are identically zero for
all values of r and <|>,
dfs(r,$)
• ( 162) is invalid because both sin n$ and
'
are identically zero for
all values of r and
<fc




(165) is invalid because
dr
is identically zero for all values of r and
.
afBl (r,*)
(166) is invalid because
d$
is identically zero for all values of r and
•
dfBl (r.4>)
( 167) is invalid because both sin n<|> and
dr
are identically zero for
all values of r and
<J»,
168) is invalid because both sin n$ and
af
Bl (r,*)
are identically zero for
all values of r and $,
• (169) is invalid because medium IV is not being modeled,
• (170) is invalid because medium IV is not being modeled,
• (171) is invalid because medium IV is not being modeled,
• (172) is invalid because medium IV is not being modeled,
• (173) is invalid because medium IV is not being modeled,
• (174) is invalid because medium IV is not being modeled, and
• ( 176) is invalid because sin n<|> (for n - 0) is identically zero for all values
off
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Thus, the original set of 28 equations in 17 unknowns has been reduced
to a set of six equations in six unknowns. The next step will be to evaluate
each of the remaining equations in turn so that they may be compared with
the equations developed by Ziomek (1991) for this particular waveguide
problem.
The first of the remaining equations is
P2(Ys) JiAr2 r) Y2a(yS ) A 2a + p 2(ys ) Jn(kr 2 r) Y 2a(ys ) B 2a
-PiWJn^DY^Bi-O. (149)
The Bessel function dependence of (149) may be eliminated by virtue
of the fact that, in this simple waveguide problem, the radial component of
the propagation vector is the same in all three media (implying that the
Bessel functions may just be divided out). Recalling that the densities are
constants and that the value of y at ys is identically zero, ( 1 49) becomes
P2 Y>) A 2a + P2 Y 2a(0) B 2a - p, Y^O) B, - . (189)
Substituting the appropriate functions of y into the simplified
expression (189), and noting that e'° is equal to unity yields the following:
P2 A2a+P2 B2a -p 1 B 1
-0. (190)
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This equation is the same as that derived by Ziomek (1991, equation
(39-25)) for this boundary condition.
Conducting a similar analysis on ( 1 5 1 ) yields
-jk y *jk y -jk y *jk yA
e VA!>(( V Bil -e y2°A2b -e Vb.-O. (191)
This equation is the same as that derived by Ziomek (1991, equation
(39-34)) for this boundary condition.
Equation (153) reduces to the following (after additionally noting that
B 3 has been set equal to zero)












3 A 3 - . (192)
This equation is the same as that derived by Ziomek (1991, equation




A 2a -ky2 B2a+ kyi
B,-0. (193)
This equation is the same as that derived by Ziomek (1991, equation
(39-30)) for this boundary condition.
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Equation (163) reduces to the following (after additionally noting that
B 3 has been set equal to zero):





2 A 2b -ky2 e
y
2 B 2b -ky3 e
y
3 A 3 - . (194)
This equation is the same as that derived by Ziomek (1991, equation
(3.9-49)) for this boundary condition.
In order to evaluate (175), let Gj - ~
r
1 (as suggested by Ziomek (1991,
equation (3.9-35) and following)). Substituting yields
-jk y *jk y
-Uy2 e
y




-jk y *jk y - fcV y2°A 2b -jkY2 e VB 2b^.k„e h u-t1 . (195)
This reduces to
-jk y h* y -Ik y + jk y k




This equation is the same as that derived by Ziomek (1991, equation
(39-38)) for this boundary condition.
Thus, we have shown that the theoretically derived set of equations for
a general waveguide problem reduces to the set of equations expected for
the classical waveguide problem. This provides us with the confidence to go
on with the solution for the unknown arbitrary constants.
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IV. SOLUTION FOR THE UNKNOWN ARBITRARY CONSTANTS USING
SYMBOLIC ALGEBRA CAPABILITIES OF Mathematics
In Section III of this thesis, we developed a set of 28 boundary
condition equations in the 17 unknown constants. The purpose of this section
is to generate a solution to this system of equations for the general
waveguide case.
A review of (149) through (176) reveals that the coefficients of these
unknown constants are, in general, complicated expressions involving depth-
dependent densities, range-dependent nth order Bessel functions, and as yet
unspecified depth-dependent velocity potential functions (i.e.. the Y* and Y
x
terms). In order to maintain the generality of the generated solution, we will
require either many long hours of tedious algebra involving manipulations of
these complicated expressions (with the high probability of algebraic errors)
or a computer program capable of conducting such manipulations directly on
these symbolic expressions. Fortunately, Mathematica for the Macintosh
computer (version 1.2.1 f33 (enhanced)) is the one such program available to
us at the Naval Postgraduate School, and therefore will be used to generate
the general solution desired.
The first step in this process will be to program Mathematica to solve
for the unknown constants for a very specific set of waveguide conditions.
By doing this, we will gain experience in using the program and confidence
that the program output is reliable. For this work, we will use a three media
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waveguide with plane, parallel boundaries. Using vector- matrix notation, a
compact system equation may be written for this (or for any other) case as
follows:
Ai-b, (198)
where A is the matrix of coefficients, x is the column vector of unknown
constants, and b is the column vector of known constants.
For the three media waveguide with plane, parallel boundaries, these
vector-matrix quantities are defined as follows:
where
A- ai.i ai.2 au
a2,2 a2,3 *2A a2,5




a6,2 a6.3 Ha ae.5





a 2.^ - - Y2b(y )



























































= [B, A 2a B2a A2b B2b A3 ]
T (219)
where the superscript T indicates the transpose matrix operator (indicating
that i is a column vector),
b-[0 0000G,]T (220)
where the superscript T indicates that b is a column vector, and
G,-£. (221)
It should be noted here that we have defined the matrix A in a very
specific manner. Each row of A represents one of the valid boundary
condition equations for the specific waveguide being studied. These appear
in the order presented in Section III. For the three media waveguide with
plane, parallel boundaries, row 1 of A contains the coefficients found in
(149). Row 2 contains the coefficients found in (151), and so on. Row 6
contains the coefficients found in (175). For simplicity's sake, we have used
generic elements, such as ai 2> to replace the more complicated expressions.
In addition, zeros have been used to indicate that the appropriate unknown
constants do not appear in a specific boundary condition equation. We will
use this convention in the work which follows.
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In this three media waveguide case, A is a six by six square matrix.
Therefore, the solution to (198) may be written directly as
i-A 1 b (222)
where the superscript -1 indicates the inverse matrix operator.
Using Wolfram (1988) as a programming reference guide, a
Mathematka "notebook" was created to solve this three media waveguide
case using the solution technique expressed in (222). The Mathematics code
required to perform this task is as follows:
a = ({alcl,alc2, alc3. 0,0,0).
{0, a2c2, a2c3. a2c4, a2c5, 0),
{0, 0, 0, a3c4, a3c5, a3c6),
(a4cl,a4c2,a4c3, 0,0, 0),
(0, 0, 0, a5c4, a5c5, a5c6),
(0. a6c2, a6c3. a6c4, a6c5. 0));
b = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0.G1);
x = (Inverselal).b
In developing this code, we continued to utilize the generic matrix
elements described earlier. Two subtle differences in the notation used in
the code from the notation discussed earlier need to be pointed out. First, we
have represented the elements of matrix A (for example, aj 2 ) as individual
variables (the corresponding variable name would be alc2). This slight
deviation in notation was used because subscripting as defined by
Mathematica would not have been useful for our purposes. In this revised
notation, the small case letter "c" represents the comma'm. the element name.
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This deviation was required because the program uses the comma to
separate individual array elements. The second notational comment refers to
the fact that a lower case letter "a" was used to represent the matrix A. This
was required to conform with Mathematics s notational convention, which
reserves names beginning with capital letters for built-in functions.
Unfortunately, running this code resulted in halted execution due to a
singularity error. We surmise that the problem occurred when the program
was attempting to take the inverse of the matrix A. Luckily, Mathematics
has a built-in function, LinearSolve, which evaluates (198) directly if the
matrix A is a square matrix. Thus, the following revised code was written:
a = {(alcl, alc2, alc3. 0, 0,0),
{0, a2c2, a2c3, a2c4, a2c5, 0},
(0. 0, 0, a3c4, a3c5, a3c6},
{a4cl,a4c2,a4c3, 0,0,0),
{0, 0, 0, a5c4, a5c5, a5c6),
(0, a6c2, a6c3, a6c4, a6c5, 0});
b - (0. 0,0, 0, 0.G1);
LinearSolve[a,b]
The revised code ran successfully. The output of this code is the desired
vector x. When Mathematica functions such as Factor, Cancel, and Simplify
were applied to the output, the same result was returned, indicating that the
program was satisfied that the output was as simple as it could make it.





where Xj represents the first element of the vector i (in the three media





represents the numerator expression for the first
element, and denom represents the denominator. Fortunately, all of the
elements of the output vector have a common denominator. This inspection
also revealed that some algebraic manipulations could be manually
performed to simplify the expressions somewhat. Thus, the robustness of the
symbolic algebra functions of Mathematica is at best questionable.
We will now present the results of the program for the three media
waveguide with plane, parallel boundaries. The first step will be to simplify
the results manually in order to generate generic expressions for the
unknown constants in terms of the generic elements. Second, we will
substitute (199) through (218) and (221) into the generic expressions to
reveal general expressions for these unknown constants. Finally, we will
assume constant speed of sound and constant density and show that the
general expressions formed from the Mathematica output are the same as
those derived by Ziomek (1991) for the classical waveguide case. This
verification will be conducted in the following order: A2* B 2a , A 2b, B 2b , Bj,
and A3. We will demonstrate this entire process for the unknown constant
A 2a only, and simply present the results for the other five unknown
constants.
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- a 1.3 a 2.5
1,3 a2,4 a3.6
1,3 a2.5 a 3.4
1.1 a2,5 a 3,4
1.2 a 2,5 a3.6
1.2 a 2.4 a 3.6
1.2 a 2.5 a 3,4
1.1 a2.5 a 3.4
1.3 a 2.2 a 3,6
1,1 a 2.3 a 3.6
1.3 a 2.2 a3.5
1.1 a 2.3 a3.5
1.3 a 2.2 a 3,6
1,1 a2.3 a 3.6
1,3 a2,2 a 3,4
1,1 a 2.3 a 3,4
a3.6 a4.1 a5.4 a6.2
+




a4,l a5,4 a6.3 " a l.l
a4.1 a5.5 a6.3 +a l.l
a4,l a5.6 a6.3
+ a 1.2
a4,2 a5.6 a6,3- a l.l
a4,l a5.5 aM + a l,2
a4.2 a5.5 a 6.4
+ a l,l
a4.1 a5.6 a6.4- a 1.2
a4,2 a5.6 a6,4 " a l.l
a4.1 a5.4 a6,5 ' a 1.2
a4.2 a5.4 a6.5 " a l.l
a4.1 a5.6 a6,5 +a 1.2
a4,2 a5.6 a6,5
+ a l.l
a l.l a 2,5 a3.6 a4,3 a5.4 a6.2
a2.4 a3,6 a4.3 a5.5 a6,2
a2.4 a 3.5 a4,l a5.6 a6.2
a2.4 a 3,5 a43 a5>6 a6>2
a2.5 a3.6 a4 ,2 a5 ,4 a6<3
a2.4 83,6 a4>2 a5>5 a6>3
82.433,5 a4 i a56 a6 3
a2.4 33,5 a4.2 a5.6 36.3
32,3 a3,6 34.1 a5f5 a6§4
a 2.2 a3.6 a4.3 a5.5 a6 ,4
a 2.3 a3.5 a4.1 35(6 a6>4
32.2 a3.5 a4.3 a5,6 a6,4
a2.3 a3.6 a4,l 35,4 365
32.2 33,6 34i3 a5i4 a 6 .5
32.3 33.4 34 ,i a5i6 a65











































































»i.i a 2,3 a4.2 a6,5 (a 3(6 a54 - a34 a56)
" ai.i »2,2 a4i3 a6,5 (a3i6 a5(4 - a34 a5>6 )
.
(225)
Collecting common terms yields the following generic eipression for the
common denominator
.
denom - ta 3 6 a5 4 - a3 4 a5 6j [au a2>5 a43 a6 2
- aj, 3 a 2i5 a4 , a62 + a 1>2 a25 a41 a63 - au a25 a4>2 a63
+ a i,3 a22 a4 i a65 - a 1>2 a23 a4>1 a6>5 + au a23 a42 a6 5
" a l.l a 2.2 a4,3 a6,5J
+ i a 3,6 a5,5 " a 3,5 a5,e) l a l,3 a 2.4 a4,l a6,2
" a i,i a 2l4 a4i3 a62 + aji a 2(4 a4 2 a& i3 - aj 2 a 2(4 a4 j a63
+ aj.2 a 2i3 a4i , a 6i4 - au a2i2 a4>1 a 6>4 + au a 2 ,2 a4>3 aM
" a i,i a2(3 a42 a6>4 ] . (226)
Substituting (199) through (218) into (226), and using the facts that
ys - and yB - D reveals
dYj(D) dY2b(D)
denom - (p2(D) Y2b(D) -^~ - p 3(D) —^~ Yj(D)}
.






dY",(0) dY2a(y ) dY2a(0)dY2a(yo )
P2(0)-^Y 21(0)--^— Y2b(yo)- Pl (0)Yj(0)-^ ^Y2b(y )
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dY~(0) dY2b(y ) dY",(0) dY"2b(y )
+ P2(0) "^- Y2a(y ) Y2a(0)—^~ - P2(0) -jj- Y2a(0) Y2a(y )—^~
dY2a(0) dY2b(y ) dY2a(0) dY2b(y )









^-^(0) Y»(yo)- Pl (0)Y^(0)-^ 57-Y+2b(y )
dY2a(0) dY2a(y ) dY',(0) dY 2a(y )
P,(0)YJ(0)-^ 57-Y2b(yo)-P2(0)^-Y 2a(0)-^-Y2b(yo )
dY~(0) dY;b(y ) dYj(O) dY2b(y )
+ P2(0) "^- Y^(0) Y2a(y )—^- - P2(0) -jj- Y2a(y ) Y2a >(0) dy
dY 2a(0) dY 2b(y ) dY2a(0) dY2b(y )




<JY 2a(yo)dY 2a(0) dY 2a(0) dY 2a(y )
dy dy dy dy
. .*" x '0' V41 w/ *** w/ ~*2 x /o'















- Y2b(y„) {P2(D) Y 2b(D) -^- - p,(D)—^~ Yj(D)} I
dY2a(0) dY*2a(0)
- [ Pl (0) Y,<0) (Y2a(y ) -^-—^-Y2a(y„))
dY](0)
P2(0)
-jjr (Y2a(Yo) Y2a(0) - Y2a(0) Y2a(y ))]
dY2b(y ) dYJ(D) dY2b(D)
" I^y— (p2(D) Y2b(D) -^- - P,(D)—^- Y;(D))
dY2b(y ) dY,(D) dY 2b(D)
^y— («©) Y2b(D) -^- - p,(D)—^- Y;(D)) ] . (228)
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Equation (228) is the final general form of the Mathematica output
common denominator. If we now assume constant speed of sound and
constant density in a specific medium, the depth-dependent functions in
(228) become complex exponentials and the denominator becomes {using the

































Now that the denominator has been simplified, well concentrate on
obtaining expressions for each of the unknown constants in the order stated




num 2 - Gi [- a, 3 a2 5 a36 a4 | a54 + a 1( i a2 5 a 3 6 a43 a5A
+ a 1.3 a 2.4 a 3.6 a4.1 a5.5 " aU a2.4 a3.6 a4.3 a5.5
+ a 1.3 a2.5 a3.4 a4.1 a5.6 " a 1.3 a2.4 a3.5 a4.1 a5.6
~ »1,1 a 2,5 a 3.4 a4.3 a5.6
+ a l.l a 2.4 a 3.5 a4.3 a5.6l <23D
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Factoring (231) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression [ox the numerator of A 2a :
num 2 - G, [(au a2>5 a43 - a I3 a 2t5 a4tl ) {a3t6 a54 - a 3>4 a5#6 )
+ (au a 2>4 a13 - a 13 a24 a^) <a3>5 a56 - a36 a5i5 }l (232)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (232) yields the following
general expression'for the numerator oi A 2a :
dY 2a(0) dY",(0)
num 2 =^ (p,(0) Yj(0)-^- - p2(0) ~^~ Y 2a(0))
dYj(D) dY 2b(D)
(Y'2b(y ) (p 2(D) Y 2b(D) -^- - P3(D)-j— Yj(D)}
dYj(D) dY 2b(D)
Y2b(y )(p2(D)Y2b(D)-^- P3(D)-^— Y;(D)}] . (233)
Again, making the constant speed of sound and constant density
assumptions and substituting the appropriate depth-dependent expressions
allows us to write the numerator of A 2a as {using the subscript c to indicate









2 "^ (Pl kv "P2 kv )e 3
2 'I
>K y. -K D , . -K v *iky d
















Thus, the generalresult for A2a is
df2t(0) dYi(O)
dYj(D) dY2b(D)
lY2b(y„) (P2(D) Y2b(D) -^- - p3(D)-^- Yj(D)}
dYj(D) dY"2b(D)
Y2b(y ) {P2(D) Y2b(D) -^- - p,(D)-^- Yj(D))l /
dY2a(y ) dY2a(0) dY2a(0) dY2a(y )
lp.(o)Yi(o){-^
—ir— d? 5T")
dY",(0) dY2a(y ) dY2,(y )
" P2<°'








Y2b(y,) (P2(D) Y 2t>(D) ~^- - p,(D)-^- YjtD)) ]
dY2,(0) dY2a<0)
[p,(0)T|(0) (Y2a(y )^r"--^-Y2a(y ))
dY,(0)
p2(0)
~&T htoW Y 2>(0) " Y 2»(0) Y2a(Yo))]
dY2b(y ) dY*3(D) dY2b(D)
* \—fi- {P2(D) Y2b(D) -^- - PS(D)-^- Y 3(D)}
dY2b(y ) dYj(D) dY"2b(D)
-^— (P2(D) Y2b(D)
-jf- - p,(D)-^- Y3 (D)}
]
(235)
For constant speed of sound and ambient density, A reduces to
2a
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kr , s A DA
*c-2^ (p<V P2\ )e
jk„ y -jk D -jk y +jk D































+ (p, kv +P2 kv )(P2 kv +P3 kv )e
+l
y









We must now verify that (236) simplifies to the well-known and well-
documented expression for this unknown constant. Eliminating the common
-jk D















)e y2°e y 2






-jk y +jk D i .































If we define a reflection coefficient at the boundary between medium
two and medium one as suggested by Ziomek (1991, equation (3 9-54)) as
follows:
















"R2 i Kp3^ " P2 ky ) e Ve y2
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D tjk D 1
lR21 (p 2 k - P3 k )e
y












Rearranging the denominator and dividing both numerator and


















>jk y -|k D -jk y *jk D1 y, o „ ' y, , 'y, o 'y,
x e
7
2 e '2 + e
72"e '2 1/





















If we define a reflection coefficient at the boundary between medium
two and medium three as suggested by Ziomek (1991, equation (3.9-55)) as
follows:












i k r + jk y -jk D -jk y +jk D
_J_zT— « I™ _ y» o ' y„ y« o y^
4k k




-R2ilR2se 2°e 2 e 2 ° e 2 )/
y
2
jk D -jk D
























Factoring e V out of the numerator and rearranging yields
j kr f *i2k Y -|2k D , -jk yA
2ac










[l - R2I R23 e
y
2 |. (244)
Rearranging (244) provides us with the following desired expression:
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-j2k„ (d - yj, -jk„ y.




11 " R2 1 hi e y 2 J y2
This is eiactly the equation derived by Ziomek (1991, equation (3.9-50)) for
this unknown constant for the classical waveguide case.
For the unknown constant B 2a , Mathematica provided the following
numerator:
num 3 - Gj la, >2 a25 a36 a4il a5A - au a2>5 a3i6 a12 a5i4
" a l,2 a 2,4 a3,6 a<U a5.5
+ a l.l a 2,4 a 3,6 a4,2 a5.5
- a| (2 a 2 5 a 3>4 a^j a5 6 + a I2 a24 a35 a4j a56
+ a l.l a2,5 a 3.4 a4.2 a5.6 - a l.l a2.4 a3.5 a4.2 a5.6J • ^ 24^
Factoring (246) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression'for the numerator oi B 2a :
num 3 - Gj [(au a25 a42 - a, 2 a25 a4I ) (a3 <j a5>6 - a3>6 a5i4 )
+ (au a24 a4i2 - a 1(2 a24 a4>1 ) {a3>6 a55 - a3>5 a5i6}| . (247)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (247) and using (228) yields






- P2(0) -t— Y+2t(0))2x dy dy
dY^D) dYj(D)
x lY"2b(y ) { P3(D) —jj- Yj(D) - P2(D) Y2b(D) -^-}
dY3(D) dY2b(D)
* Y2b(y ) { P2(D) Y2b(D) -r- - p 3(D)—7— Yj(D)} ] /dy dy l V
[p,(0)Y",(0)(
dY;a(y ) dY2a(0) dY2a(0) dY2a(y )
1" M^ dy dy dy dy )
dY,(0) dY 2a(y ) ^2,(y.),
- P2»)
~^T (-^7- Y2a(0) - Y2a(0) -55—)]
dYj(D) dY2b(D)
[Y2b(y ) ( P2(D) Y2b(D) -r- - P3(D)
—7— Yj(D)}dy dy
dYj(D) dY"2b(D)
- Y2b(y ) ( P2(D) Y2b(D) —r- - P3(D)dy ^T-^l
dY2a(0) dY2a(0)
Ip,(o)y;(o) (Y2a(y )-^---^- Y2a(yo))dy dy
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XdY^(O)
" P2,0 > ~^~ (Y2»<V.> Y2,<0) - Y 2a(0) Y24(y ))]
dY2b(y ) dY^D) dY2b(D)
I—^— {P2(D) Y2b(D) -^- - p,(D)—^- y;(D)}
dY2b(y„) dYj(D) dY2b(D)
—^— (p2(D) Y2b(D) -^- - p,(D)—^- y;(D)}] . (248)








+ Ik Y -lk
y
D
-ik y + jk D ,
x l(p 3 k - P2 k ) e
y











































Using the definitions of R2 i and R 2 3 presented earlier, (249) may be
reduced to







-j2k d i k






Multiplying (250) by ^ , B 0a may be written asK2 j *«c
V-i^V- (251)
This is exactly the equation derived by Ziomek (1991, equation (3.9-5 1)) for
this unknown constant for the classical waveguide case.
For the unknown constant A 2b, Mathematica provided the following
numerator:
num4 - G! |- a 13 a 2>2 a36 a4( , a55 + au a2>3 a36 a4> i a55
" aU a2.3 a3.6 a4.2 a5.5 + *l.l a2.2 a3.6 a4.3 a5.5
+ a 1.3 a2.2 a3.5 Hi a5.6 " a 1.2 a2.3 a3.5 a4.l a5.6
+ a l.l a 2.3 a3,5 a4,2 a5.6 " a l.l a2.2 a3.5 a4.3 a5,6l • < 2 52)
Factoring (252) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression'for the numerator of A2b :
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num4 - G, [a 13 a22 a4 , - a 12 a 2 ,3 a4J + a, , a23 a42 -
a l.l a 2.2 a<ul < a 3.5 a5.6 " a3.6 a5.5^ • (2 53)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (253) and using (228) yields
the following general expression for A 2b :
k
dY",(0) dY2a(0)







(P3(D)-^- Yj(D) - P2(D) Y2b(D) -^-} /X
dY2l(y ) dY~2a(0) dY2a(0) dY2a(y )
P.(0)Yi(0)(-^ ^—^ 5J-)









~d7Y2b(y ) (p2(D) Y2b(D) -33- - , -53- Yj(D)} ]
X
dY2a(0) dY2a(0)
- |p,(0) Yj(0) (Y* a(y ) -33- - -jj- Y2a(y ))
dY;(0)
" P2(0)
"dy" (^iW Y2a,0) ' Y2»(0) Y2a'yo»)l




-^— ( P2(D) Y2b(D) -jp - P3(D)-^- Yj(D)J ) . (254)
For constant speed of sound and ambient density, (254) becomes
Aoh -^e
y










-jk y„ *\k D








jk D[-jk D , -j
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i 2 k e
y


























Using the definitions of R 2 , and R23 presented earlier, (255) may be
reduced to
jk











j2k D i k





This is exactly the equation derived by Ziomek (1991, equation (3-9-52)) for
this unknown constant for the classical waveguide case.
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For the unknown constant B2b , Mathematica provided the following
numerator:
num5 = G { [aj 3 a22 a3,6 a4>1 a5>4 - a, 2 a2 3 a36 a4 (1 a54
+ aU a 2.3 a3,6 a4.2 a5.4 " a l.l a2.2 a3.6 a4.3 a5.4
" a 1.3 a2.2 a3.4 a4.l a5.6
+ a 1.2 a 2,3 a 3.4 a4.1 a5.6
"
»1,| a2,3 a3,4 a4,2 a5,6 + a l,l a2,2 a3,4 a4,3^ (257)
Factoring (257) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expressionTor the numerator of B2b :
num5 - G, [aj 3 a2 2 a4>1 - a 1>2 a23 a4> , + au a23 a42 -
a l,l a 2,2 a4,3l * a 3,6 a5.4 " a 3.4 a5,6) • (258)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (258) and using (228) yields
the following general expression for B2b :
k
dY',(0) dY2a(0)
B 2b "^ |Y2a(y ) ( P2(0)
-jjf- Y2a(0)
- p,(0) Yj(0) -^-)
dY',(0) dY 2a(0)









2a(yo)dY'2a(0) dY>) dY 2a(y )
x dy dy dy dy )
dY',(0) dY2,(y ) dY'2a(y )
- P2») -57- (-3^—^(0) - y>)
-5jT")l
dYjCD) dY 2b(D)
[Y2b(y ) ( P2(D) Y2b(D) —r- - P3(D)dy 5T-y;(d)}
Y2 b(y )(p2(D)Y2b(D)-r--p 3(D)
Yj(D) dY"ob(D)
dy
dY 2a(0) dY 2a(0)
-
[ Pl (0)Y"(0) (Y^yo)-^— -^-Y^yo))
dY](0)








(p2(D) Y 2b(D) -^p - P3(D) -^- Yj(D)} ] . (259)
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For constant speed of sound and ambient density, (259) becomes




























-jk Df -jk D r





















Using the definitions of R2) and R23 presented earlier, (260) may be
reduced to












Bok -± L R 23* y2 , (261)
F ~>'K v 1
[l - R 21 R23 e
y
2 I















This is exactly the equation derived by Ziomek (1991, equation (3.9-53)) for
this unknown constant for the classical waveguide case.
For the unknown constant B,, Mathematica provided the following
numerator:
num, - G, [a 13 a2i5 a36 a12 a5A - aj 2 a 2t5 a36 a43 a5A
" a l,3 a 2,4 a 3.6 a4.2 a5.5
+ a 1.2 a2,4 a3,6 a4.3 a5.5
" a 1.3 a2.5 a 3.4 a4,2 a5.6
+ a l,3 a 2.4 a 3,5 a4,2 a5.6
+ a l,2 a 2,5 a 3,4 a4,3 a5,6 " a 1.2 a 2,4 a 3.5 a4.3 a5,6l • < 26 3)
Factoring (263) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression for the numerator of B j
:
num, = G, |(a, 3 a 2>5 a42 - a, 2 a2>5 a^3 ) {a3 6 a54 - a 3A a5 6 )
+ ' a l,3 a 2,4 a4,2 " a l,2 a 2,4 a4.3^ ^a 3.5 a5.6 " a 3,5 a5,5'l (264)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (264) and using (228) yields
the following general expression for Bj:
dY2a(0) dY2a(0)
B, - ^P2(0) (Y2a(0) —^j- - -^- Y2a(0))
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dYj(D) dY^D)
[Y2b(y ) ( P2(D) Y»(D) -r- - P3(D)—7— Yj(D)}dy dy l y
dY2b(D) dYj(D)
Y^Yo) (P3(D)-^ ^(D) - P2(D) Y2b(D) -^-}] I
dY2a(yo)dY2a(0) dY^O) dY2a(y )
[ Pl (o)Y-(o) (—^r- -^- -zr -zr)dy dy dy dy
P2(0)
dYJ(O) dY2a(y ) dY2a(y ).
dy (-^—rjoj-^o) -j^)!
dYj(D) dY2b(D)
|Y2b(y ) { P2(D) Ya(D) -57- - p3(D) -^- Yj(D)}dy dy
dYj(D) dY2b(D)
- Y»(y ) { P2(D) Y2b(D) —r- - p 3(D) —7— Y^D)) ]dy dy
dY2a(0) dY2a(0)
[P i(0)Yj(0) (Y;a(y.)-^— -^-Y^Cyo))
dY'^O)
p2(0)
~dF ^Y2a(Yo) Y2a(0) - Y2a(0) Y2a(y ))]
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dY2b(y ) dYj(D) dY2b(D)
.-IT" (P2<D) Y2b(D) ~^~
- P,(D)—^~
dY2b(y ) dY*j(D) dY 2b(D)
—^— (P2(D) Y2b(D) -^- - p,(D)-^- YjlD)} 1 . (265)
For constant speed of sound and ambient density, (265) becomes





)e y 3 |( P3 ky
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Using the definitions of R2J and R23 presented earlier, and defining the
transmission coefficient at the boundary between medium two and medium
one T 2 i (seeZiomek (1991, equation (3.9-58))) as follows:
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2 P 2 ky
2
21





(266) may be reduced to
r H2k y -j2k D i
[l R23 e'
y2° e y 2 ] -ik v
e '2
Bi
c -i kr T 21 . (268)
r -J2k d i k





Multiplying (268) by ^
_L





This is exactly the equation derived by Ziomek (1991, equation (3.9-56)) for
this unknown constant for the classical waveguide case.
Finally, for the unknown constant A3 , Mathematica provided the
following numerator:
num 6 - Gj [- a! 3 a 2>2 a3 5 a4A a5A + a 12 a 2>3 a3 5 a4 i a54
" a l.l a 2,3 a 3.5 a4,2 a5.4
+ a l,l a 2,2 a 3,5 a4.3 a5.4
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+ a l,3 a 2,2 a 3.4 a4.1 a 5,5 " a 1.2 a 2.3 a 3.4 a4.1 a5.5
+ a l,l a 2,3 a3,4 a4,2 a5,5 " a l,l a2,2 a 3.4 a4.3 a5.5^ (270)
Factoring (270) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expressionist the numerator oi A3:
num 6 - G { [(a 1>3 a 2 2 a4 , - a 12 a 2>3 a4>1 + au a2> 3 a4>2
" a l,l a 2.2 a4,3)' < a 3,4 a5.5 ' a 3.5 a5.4> (271)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (271) and using (228) yields
the following general expression for A 3 :
k
dY 2b(D) dY 2b(D)
A 3 -^ P2(D) (Y>)—^~ - ~^~ Y2b(D))
dY](0) dY2a(0)





2a(y ) dY'2a(0) dY 2a(0) dY 2a(y )
dy dy dy dylp|(0)YJ(0)(—^
—-~
^7—)
dYJ(O) dY 2a(y ) dY 2a(y )




-jf- - Pj(D)-^- V;<D))
<JYj(D) dY2b(D)
- Y2b(y„) (P2(D) Y2b(D) -jj- - p$(D)-^- YjfD)) ]
dY2a(0) dY2t(0)




Y2.<Yo) Y2a(0) - Y2a(0) Y2a(y ))]
.+
dY2b(y ) dY 3(D) dY2b(D)
x [~dy~~ tp 2(D) Y2b«» -^- - Pj(D)-^- Tj(D)J
dY2b(y ) dYJ(D) dY"2b(D)
-^— {p2(D)Y2b(D)-^--p3(D)-^-Y;(D)}] . (272)
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Using the definitions of R 2 j and R 23 presented earlier, and defining the
transmission coefficient at the boundary between medium two and medium
three T 2 3 (seeZiomek (1991, equation (3.9-59))) as follows:











(273) may be reduced to
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-jk y„ *fc yr ir +ik i
[r2 , e
y
2 ° <e V] -i"y D
e 2
vi -it— T23 . (275 )
r -j2k D i k -jk D
[l - R 21 R23 e "2 ] *2e
y
3










This is exactly the equation derived by Ziomek (1991, equation (3.9-57)) for
this unknown constant for the classical waveguide case.
To summarize the results for the three media waveguide with plane,
parallel boundaries, generic expressions for the numerators of the unknown
constants are given by (232), (247), (253), (258), (264), and (271). The
generic expression for the common denominator is given by (226). The fact
that these constants have a common denominator may be useful when
constructing a modular program for numerical calculations involving these
constants. For the general case, in which speed of sound and density are
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arbitrary functions of depth, the unknown constants are given by (235),
(248), (254), (259), (265), and (272). Again, it should be noted that the
denominators in these expressions are exactly the same, offering the same
advantages in modular programming. For constant speed of sound and
density, the unknown constants are given by (245), (251), (256), (262),
(269), and (276).
The fact that Mathematica s output can be shown to be equivalent to
results derived in a completely independent manner gives us some
confidence in the answers arrived at by Mathematica s LinearSolve function
and symbolic processing. We will now program Mathematica to solve the
four media waveguide problem assuming all boundaries are planar and
parallel. By obtaining constant sound speed, constant density expressions for
the resulting eight unknown constants and making judicious selections of
transmission and reflection coefficients, we can mathematically "remove the
fourth medium and verify that the four media case correctly reduces to the
three media case. This will offer us more confidence in the program s output,
and provide some meaningful results.
For the four media waveguide problem, the vector-matrix quantities of




a2t2 32 ,3 32,4 32.5
a3,4 a 3i5 a3,6 83,7
84,6 a4 (7 a4,s
35.1 35f2 a5>3
a6,4 a6.5 36,6 36,7
a7>6 a7 ,7 a7 ,8
38,2 38,3 38,4 3s,5
3i,i --Pi(ys)Y",(ys )
a li2 -p 2(ys)Y2a(ys )
3i,3 " P2<ys) Y2a(ys )
32,2 - Yjt(y )
a 2,3 Y"2a(yo)
a 2.4 - Y2b(y )




a3.5-P2(yBl ) Y2b^B 1 )
a3.6--p3(y
Bl

























a4.7 = P3(yB2 ) Y3^B2 )
a4.8 =



















































«s.5 * - dy
; (304)
1 = [b, A2» B2a A2b B2b A 3 B} aJ
t (305)
where the superscript T indicates the transpose matrix operator (indicating
that 1 is a column vector),
b- [00 00O00G,] T (306)
where the superscript T indicates that b is a column vector, and
G,~£. (307)
Since the matrix A is an eight by eight square matrix for this four
media waveguide problem, the solution to the system can be written as




{0, a2c2, a2c3, a2c4, a2c5, 0, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 0, a3c4. a3c5. a3c6, a3c7, 0},
{0, 0. 0, 0, 0, a4c6, a4c7, a4c8},
(a5cl.a5c2.a5c3. 0,0, 0,0,0},
(0, 0, 0, a6c4. a6c5, a6c6, a6c7, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a7c6, a7c7, a7c8},
{0, a8c2, a8c3. a8c4, a8c5, 0. 0. 0}};
b = (0, 0, 0. 0,0, O.O.Gl);
x - (Inverse(al).b
This code resulted in halted execution due to a singularity error in the
evaluation of the matrix inverse. Luckily, the LinearSolve function can be
used to solve (198) directly for this problem because A is an eight by eight
square matrix. The following modified Mathematical^ was developed:
a-((alcl,alc2,alc3,0,0,0,0,0},
(0, a2c2, a2c3. a2c4, a2c5. 0, 0, 0},
(0, 0, 0. a3c4, a3c5. a3c6, a3c7, 0},
(0, 0, 0. 0, 0. a4c6, a4c7. a4c8},
(a5cl.a5c2, a5c3. 0, 0, 0. 0, 0),
(0, 0, 0, a6c4, a6c5, a6c6, a6c7, 0},
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a7c6, a7c7, a7c8},
{0, a8c2, a8c3, a8c4, a8c5. 0, 0, 0}};
b- {0.0. 0.0.0. 0.0.G1);
LinearSolvela.b]
This revised code ran successfully, yielding results in the same format
as the three media waveguide problem discussed earlier [see (223)). Again,
when Mathematica functions such as Factor, Cancel, and Simplify were
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applied to the output, the same result was returned, indicating that the
program was satisfied that the output was as simple as it could make it. This
fact confirms our suspicions that the symbolic algebra routines contained in
Mathematica lack sufficient sophistication for this application.
We will now present the results of the program for the four media
waveguide problem. The analysis of these results will be conducted in a
manner similar to the analysis conducted for the three media waveguide
problem. That is, the results will be simplified manually in order to generate
generic expressions for the unknown constants in terms of the generic
elements. Then, (277) through (304) and (307) will be substituted into the
generic expressions to reveal general expressions for these unknown
constants. Next, we will assume constant speed of sound and constant
ambient density, and develop a set of expressions for the unknown
constants. Finally, we will make some judicious assumptions regarding the
reflection coefficient (at the boundary between medium three and medium
four), the transmission coefficient (at the boundary between medium three
and medium four), and the location of the boundary yB (thereby
mathematically removing the fourth medium) to show that the constant
speed of sound, constant density expressions for the four media waveguide
problem reduce to the results of the three media waveguide problem
already verified. This verification will be conducted in the following order:
A 2a , B 2a . A 2b , B2 t>. A 3 , B 3 . B|, and A4 . We will demonstrate this entire process
for the unknown constant A 2a only, and simply present the results for the
other seven unknown constants.
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a 3,7 a4.8 a5
a3.5 a4.8 a5
a 3.5 a4.8 a5
a3.6 a4,8 a5
a 3.6 a4.8 a5
a 3.5 a4.8 a5
a 3.5 a4.8 a5
a 3.6 a4,7 a5
a 3.6 a4.7 a5
a 3.6 a4.7 a5
a3.6 a4.7 a5
a 3.5 a4.7 a5
a 3.5 a4.7 a5
a 3.5 a4.6 a5
a 3,5 a4.6 a 5
a 3.7 a4.8 a5
a 3.7 a4.8 a5
a 3.5 a4,8 a 5
a 3.5 a4.8 a 5
a 3.6 a4.8 a5
a 3.6 a4.8 a5
a 3.5 a4.8 a5
a 3,5 a4.8 a5
a3.6 a4,7 a5
a3.6 a4.7 a5
a 3.6 a4.7 a5
a 3.6 a4,7 a5
a 3.5 a4.7 a5
a 3.5 a4.7 a5
a 3.5 a4.6 a5
a 3.5 a4.6 a5
a 3.7 a4.8 a5
" a l,3 a 2,5 a 3.7 a4
Ha a?.6 H,2 + a
a6.5 a7.6 a8.2
+ a
a6.7 a7.6 a8.2 " a
a6.7 a7,6 a8,2
+ a
a 6,4 a7.7 a8.2 " a





a 6,4 a7,8 a8.2 " a
a6.4 a7,8 a8,2 " a
a6,5 a7,8 a8,2
+ a
a 6.5 a7.8 a8.2
+ a
a6.6 a7.8 a8.2 " a





a 6.4 a7,6 a8.3 " a
a6.5 a7.6 a8.3 " a
a6.7 a7,6 a8.3
+ a
a 6.7 a7,6 a8.3 " a




a6.6 a7.7 a8.3 " a





a6.5 a7.8 a8,3 " a





a6,7 a7,8 a8.3 ' a
a6.7 a7,8 a8.3 " a
a 6.5 a7,6 a8,4 " a
8 a5.l a6.4 a7,6 a8.2
1.3 a2.4 a 3.7 a^.8 a5.l
1.3 a 2.5 a 3.4 a4.8 a5.1
1.1
a 2.5 a 3.4 a4.8 a5.3
1.3 a 2.5 a 3.6 a4.8 a5.1
1.3 a 2.4 a3.6 a4.8 a5.1
1.3 a2.5 a 3.4 a4.8 a5.1
1.1 a 2.5 a 3.4 a4,8 a 5.3
1.3 a 2.5 a3.7 a4,6 a5.1
1.1 a 2.5 a 3.7 a4.6 a5.3
1.3 a 2.4 a 3.7 a4,6 a5.1
1.1 a 2.4 a 3.7 a4.6 a5.3
1.3 a 2.5 a 3.4 a4.7 a5.1
1.1 a 2.5 a 3.4 a4.7 a5.3
1,3 a2,5 a 3.4 a4,6 a5.1
1.1 a 2.5 a 3.4 a4,6 a5.3
1.2 a2,5 a3.7 a4.8 a5.1
1.2 a 2.4 a3,7 a4.8 a5,l
1,2 a2.5 a 3.4 a4.8 a5.1
1.1 a2,5 a 3.4 a4,8 a5.2
1.2 a 2,5 a3.6 a4.8 a5.1
1,2 a 2,4 a 3.6 a4,8 a5.1
1,2 a 2,5 a 3.4 a4,8 a5.1
1.1 a 2.5 a 3.4 a4.8 a5.2
1.2 a2.5 a3.7 a4.6 a5.1
1.1 a 2.5 a 3.7 a4,6 a5.2
1.2 a 2,4 a 3.7 a4,6 a5,l
1.1 a 2.4 a3.7 a4,6 a5.2
1.2 a 2.5 a 3.4 a4.7 a5.1
1.1 a 2,5 a 3.4 a4.7 a5.2
1.2 a2.5 a 3.4 a4.6 a5.1
1,1 a2,5 a 3,4 a4,6 a5,2
1.3 a2.2 a3.7 a4.8 a5.1
1,1 a 2,3 a 3,7 a4.8 a 5.2
a6,5 a7,6 a8.2
a6.7 a7.6 a8.2











a 6,7 a7.8 a8.2
a6.7 a7.8 a8.2
a 6.4 a7.6 a8,3
a6.5 a7.6 a8,3
a6.7 a7.6 a8.3
a 6,7 a7,6 a8,3
a6,4 a7,7 a8,3









a 6.7 a7.8 a8,3




1.1 a 2.2 a 3,7
1.2 a 2.3 a 3,5
1.1 a2.2 a 3.5
1.2 a2.3 a3.6
1.1 a2.2 a3.6
1.2 a 2.3 a 3.5
1.1 a 2.2 a 3.5
1.2 a 2.3 a3.7
1,2 a 2.3 a3.6
1.1 a2.3 a3.6
1.1 a2.2 a 3.6
1.2 a2.3 a 3.5
1.1 a2.2 a 3.5
1.2 a 2.3 a 3.5
1.1 a2.2 a 3.5
1.2 a 2.3 a 3.7
1.1 a2.2 a 3.7
1.2 a 2.3 a 3.4
1.1 a2.2 a 3,4
1.2 a 2.3 a3.6
1.1 a 2.2 a 3.6
1.2 a 2.3 a 3.4
1.1 a2.2 a 3.4
1.2 a2.3 a 3.7
1.2 a 2.3 a3.6
1.1 a2.3 a3.6
1.1 a 2,2 a3.6
1.2 a2.3 a 3.4
1.1 a2.2 a 3.4
1.2 a 2.3 a3.4














































































































1.3 a2.2 a 3.5
1.1 a2.3 a 3.5
1.3 a2.2 a 3.6
1.1 a 2.3 a3.6
1.3 a2.2 a3.5
1.1 a2.3 a3.5
1.3 a 2.2 a 3.7
1,3 a 2.2 a3.6
1.1 a2.3 a3.7
1.1 a2.2 a3.7
1.3 a 2.2 a 3.5
1.1 a 2,3 a 3.5
1.3 a2.2 a 3.5
1,1
a 2.3 a 3,5
1,3 a 2.2 a3.7
1,1 a2,3 a 3.7
1.3 a 2.2 a 3.4
1,1 a2.3 a 3.4
1.3 a 2.2 a 3,6
1,1 a2,3 a3,6
1,3 a2.2 a3.4
1.1 a2.3 a 3.4
1.3 a 2.2 a 3.7
1.3 a 2.2 a3.6
1.1 a2.3 a 3,7
1.1 a2.2 a 3.7
1.3 a 2.2 a3.4
1,1 a2,3 a3.4





























































































It is readily apparent that (308) is a rather complicated expression
involving 128 terms. In order to simplify the algebra somewhat, we have
divided the expression into four distinct subexpressions, such that
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denom - denomA + denome denom c + denomD , (309)
where denomA is the sum of terms involving the element a8 2 , denome is the
sum of terms involving the element a83> denomc ls tne sum °f terms
involving the element a8 4 , and denomD is the sum of terms involving the
element a^. This simplification allows us to work with 32 terms at a time,
and yields the following generic expressions for the various parts:
denomA = a8>2 U 13 a5J - au a5 3j |a 2i5 l(a48 a76 - a46 a78 )
* l a3,4 a6,7 - a37 a64 ] + (a47 a7i8 - a48 a7|7 ) la34 a66 - a36 a64 J|
- a 2i4 |(a48 a76 - a4 e a78 ) ta 3 5 a67 - a37 a65 J
+ ( a47 a7.8" a4,8 a7,7H a 3,5 a6.6 " a3.6 a6.5 J ' I • (310)
denomB = a83 iau a5>2 - a !i2 a5 , j |a 2 5 [(a4 8 a7 6 - a4 6 a78 )
x l a 3.4 a 6.7 " a 3,7 a6.J + ( a4.7 a7,8 ' a18 a7,7) l a 3.4 a6.6 " a3.6 H.V J
- a24 l(a48 a7>6 - a46 a78 ) {a 3i5 a67 - a37 a6
5
)
+ (a4.7 a7.8 " a4.8 a7,7) i a 3.5 a6.6 " a3.6 a6.5J J J (311)
denom c - a8.4 l( a4,8 a7,6 " a4.6 a7.s) l a 3.5 a 6.7 " a 3,7 a6p5 J
+ ( a4,7 a7,8 " a4,8 a7,7) l a3.5 a6,6 " a3,6 *b,V 1
* ta2>2 (aj.3 a5i , - au a53 ) + a23 (aM a52 - a, 2 a5 Jj , (312)
and
denomD - a8 5 |(a48 a76 - a46 a78 ) [a 3>4 a 6>7 - a 3>7 a64 J
+ (»4,7 a7,8 " a4.8 a77^ t a 3.4 a6,6 " a3.6 a6.J I
x ia 2>2 (au a5>3 - a 13 a51 ) + a23 (a, 2 a5J - au a52 )J . (313)
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Substituting (310) through (313) into (309) and combining like terms
yields the following generic expression iov the common denominator:
denom - |[(a^ 8 a76 - a16 a78 ) la3/i a67 - a37 aM j
+ ( a4,7 a7.8 " a4.8 a7,7' t a3.4 a6.6 " a3.6 a6,J I
x K a 2,5 a8,2 " a2.2 a8,5) ( a 1.3 a5.1 ' a l.l a5.3^
+ ( a 2.3 a8,5 ~ a2,5 a8.3^ ( a 1.2 a5.1 " *l.l a5.2)H
" IU a4,8 a7,6 " a4,6 a7,s) l a 3.5 a 6,7 " a3.7 a6 5J
+ ( a4.7 a7.8 " a4.8 a7.7) l a 3.5 a6,6 " a 3.6 a6.5J J
x K a 2,4 a8.2 " a2,2 a8.4) ( a l,3 a5.1 " a l,l a5.3^
+ ( a2,3 a8.4 " a 2,4 a8,3) ( a 1.2 a5.1 " a l.l a5.2^ J J • (314)
Substituting (277) through (304) into (314), using the facts that ys - 0,
yB - D|, and yB = D2 , and performing some algebraic manipulations results
in the following general expression for the common denominator
.
r
dY;(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
denom » l( P3(D2 ) YjlDj)—^~ - p4(D2 )~^~ y;(D2 ))
dY 2b(D,) dY3(D,)








(D2 ) dY^(D2 )
(P4(D2 )
~
1— Y;(D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y3(D2 ) —^~)
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dY2b(D,) dYjtD,) ,
U'D, )—ty— Yj(D, )
- P2(D, ) Y2b(D, )—j^-} J
dY2b(y ) dY2a(y )
- [ (*><>> -^t1 -
-jir~ y2b*yo>)
dY2a(0) dYj(O)
(p,(0) r,(0)-j— - P2(0) -r- Y2a(0))dy dy





(p,(0) Y',(0)—j^- - P2(0) -^~ Y2a(0)} J
f
dY;(D2 ) dYJ(D2 )







3(D,) - P2(D,) Y2b(D,)—j^-J
dY"j(D2 ) dY^(D2 )
* U<Dj)

















(p,(0) rj(0) -^- - P2(0) -^- Y2a(0))
dY2a(y ) dY2b(y )
+ (^T-Y2b(yo)-Y2a(y )-^^)
dY2a(0) dY",(0)
"d^~' p 2(0)^7x{p 1 (0)Y"1(0)-^-- P 0)-r— Y2a(0)}]. (315)
If we now assume constant speed of sound and constant density in a
specific medium, the depth-dependent functions in (315) become complex
exponentials and the denominator becomes {using the subscripts to indicate














/ \ Hk D -jk D *,k D


























/ \ -Jk D -jk D + jk D













y v -jk D, +jk D -jk D. 1








Now that the denominator has been simplified, we'll concentrate on
obtaining expressions for each of the unknown constants in the order stated





num 2 - G t
+ a l,l a 2,5 a3.7 a4.8 a
" a l,l a 2,4 a3,7 a4.8 a
" a l,3 a 2,4 a 3,5 a4,8 a
+ a l,l a 2,4 a3,5 a4.8 a
" a l,l a 2,5 a3,6 a4,8 a
+ a l.l a2.4 a3.6 a4.8 a
+ a l,3 a 2,4 a 3.5 a4,8 a
" aU a 2.4 a 3,5 a4,8 a
a 1.3 a2,5 a3.6 a4,7 a
+ a l,l a 2,5 a3,6 a4,7 a
+ a l,3 a 2,4 a3,6 a4,7 a
-«l,l a2,4 a3 ( 6 a4,7 a
" a l,3 a 2,4 a 3,5 a4.7 a
+ a l,l a2,4 a 3,5 a4,7 a
+ a l,3 a2.4 a 3,5 a4,6 a
- a l,l a 2,4 a 3.5 a4.6 a
a l,3 a2,5 a 3,7





a6.7 a7,6 " a
3 a6,7 a7,6
+ a
3 a6.4 a7.7 " a







a 6.4 a7,8 " a




3 a 6,5 a7,8
+ a
1
a6,6 a7,8 " a






































































Factoring (318) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression for the numerator ol A 2a :
num 2 - G, U| t3 a5t i - au a53 ) [a2>5 l(a^ 8 a76 - a46 a78 )
X l a3.4 a6,7 " a 3.7 a6.4i + ( a4,7 a7.8 " a4,8 a7,7) l a3.4 a6,6 " a3.6 a6.4i I
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- a 2>4 |(a4i8 a76 - a16 a7S ) [a 3i5 a67 - a 3>7 a65 ]
+ ( a4,7 a7.8- a4.8 a7>7 ) la3>5 a66 - a 3 6 a6 5J J J . (319)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (319) and using (307) yields
the following general expression for the numerator of A 2a :
dY2a(0) dYJ(O)
num 2 -^ ( Pl (0) Yj(0) ~^~ - p 2(0) ~^~ Y2a(0))




x l-Y2b(y ) [(p 3(D2 )Y;(D2)-^- p,(D2)-^-Y;(D2 ))
dY^D,) dY3(D,)
x { P3(D! )—^— Y3(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) —]—)
dY
3
(D2 ) dY4 (D2 )




x { P3(D, )—^- y;(D, ) - P2(D, ) Yjb(D, )^^} 1
dY^(D2 ) dY 3(D2 )
+ Y^Cy.) I(p3(D2 ) Yj(D2 ) ~^- - P4(D2 ) -^- Y;(D2 ))
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dY2b(D,) dYj(D,)
" U<«>|) —57— Y3(D.) " P2<D,) Y2b(D,)-^—
J
dY 3(D2 ) dY>2 )
(P4<D2 ) —jj- Y;(D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y3(D2 ) —jj-)
dY"2b(D,) dY 3(D,) .
x (pPi) —jj- Y*j(D,) - P2(D,) YJ„(D,) -^-}] J (320)
Once again, making the constant speed of sound and constant density
assumptions and substituting the appropriate depth-dependent expressions
allows us to write the numerator of A 2a as {using the subscript c to indicate
the constant speed ofsound assumption)
-if( Pl k - P2 k )e y4num,2C 2% XK y 2 yi y,
\l W \ " ,ky D l +,ky yo " ,ky D 2 * ,ky D l








/ W \ "jky D l * jky yo +jky D 2 "jky D l






(p 3 k - P2 k ) (p3 kv

























2 ' e 2 e 3 e 3





"" J y4 v 3
(321)
Thus, the general result for A2a is formed by dividing (320) by (315)
and is given by
dY2a(0) dY",(0)




dY>2 ) dY;(D2 )
I- Y 2b(y ) [( P3(d2 ) y;(d2 ) —§j- - P4(d2 ) ~^-y;(d2 ))
dY 2b(D.) dY 3(D,)
IP3(D, )—^— Y3(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y^D, ) —^-}X
dY3(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
+ (p4(d2)-^-y;(d2 )- P3(d2)y 3(d2)-^-)
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dY^(D,) dYj(D,)




P3(D2 ) Y;(D2 )—r— - P<(D2 )—r—Y^))dy dy
dY2b(D,) dY",(D,)
WD,)—^— Yj(D,) - p2(D,) Y2b(D,)—j^-J
dYJ(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
* (P4(D2 )-^- V;<D2 ) - P3<D2 ) Yj(D2 ) —^~)
dY2b(D,) dYJ(D,) ,
U<D, )—^T- Y^D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) -jj—} ] J /
dYl(D2 ) dY;<D2 )
[ [
(
P3(D2 ) Y;(D2 ) -jjp- - P4(D2 ) —jj- y;<d2 ))
dY2b(D,) dYJ(D,)
» U«>i>—j^— Y3(D,) - P2(D,) Y2b(D,) -^-J
dYJ(D2 ) dY^(D2 )
(P4(D2 ) "17" y;<D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y3(D2 ) -j^-)
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dYjb(D,) dYj(D,)







( Pl (0) Y"(0)—r— - P2(0) -r- Y2a(0)}dy dy
dY 2a(y ) dY2b(y )
+ (-^r"Y 2b(y )-Y2a(y )^^)
dY 2a(0) dYj(O)
(pi(0)Y",(0)-T— -P2(0)-^-Y2a(0))]dy dy
dY;(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
[ ( P3(D2 ) Y
+
3
(D2 ) -jj- - P4 (D2 ) ~^- Y;(D2 ))
dY 2b(D,) dY 3(D,)
( P3(D,)—^— ^(DjJ-p^DPY^D,)-^-}
dY 3(D2 ) dY;(D2 )




dY2b(y ) dY2a(y )
dy dy«l(Ya(y.)-*r— :^^ Y2.,(yo))
dY2a(0) dY](0)
ip,(0) Y",(0)-^- - P2(0) -jj- Y2a(0)j







2a(0))]j. (322)dy K^"' dy
For constant speed of sound and ambient density, A reduces to
2a
-jk




2A2«c-i>V P2V e 4
l(p 3 k + P2 k ) (p 3 k -p4 k )
jky"l *y*o "iky, D2^ky, D l









jk D, *jk y„ *jk„ D -jk D,

















+ ( P3 k - P2 k ) (p 3 k - p4 k„ ) e
jk D, -jk y -jk D. +jk D,









(p 3 k + p 2 k ) (p 3 k +
i* D, -jk y„ +jk D -jk, D,
P l v p< kv ) e






















jk D, -jk D +jk„ D,
























v -|k D -jk D » D






































Eliminating the common term e y4 , dividing numerator and











\( W \ _ikv D l +|ky yo " jky D 2 +jky D l









( W \ -ikv D l +,kv yo +ikv D 2 " jkv D l






















- (p 3 k + p 2 k ) (p3 k +
K D i -K y. *K D o -J*„ d
j l P v p4 kv ) e










[( P3 k - P2 k ) ( P4 k - P3 k„ )e
jk
y,









jk D, » D -jk D,








P 3 k + P2 k ) U k - P3 k I e y2 e y 3 e y 3
-jk D, -jk D. +jk D,
^ • ' * 2 ' ~ 1
y
2
y3' y 3 y4
/ \ / v -jk D +jk D. -jk D










Dividing numerator and denominator of (324) by (p 3 k + p 2 k ), andy
2
- y«
using the definition of R23 given by (241 ) yields
-jk
r \ ( \ -Ik
D *jk y -jk D t|k D
2ar
--









i +K y +jky D 2 " jky D l
R 2 3 lP3 K + P4 kv ' e 2 e 2 e 3 e 3y
4 y 3
+ R23 (p3 k„ - P4 k ) e
jk D, -jk y -jk D. +jk D,
y<> I 'y, 'y, 2 n ' y, 1









/ \ Hk D -jk y *\t D -jk D 1






























jk D, *jk D -jk D,












-jk D, -jk D *jk D.





-jk D, *jk D -jk D,









Dividing numerator and denominator of (325) by (p4 k + p 3 k ),y
3
" \
defining a reflection coefficient at the boundary between medium three and
medium four, R34, as







(P4 kv + P3 kv )y
3 " \
and multiplying through by the -1 appearing in the numerator yields the
following desired expression:




-jk (D -y ) -jk (D - D )
+ R,,e y2 ' ° e y 3
2
k23
» p BV> '" y. ).VVV ' ,ky, (Dr y. ) / iky, (D2- D . )+ R23 R34 e 2 e 3 +e 2 e 3 ]/
[
"jk (D - D ) + jk D + jk (D - D ) + jk D



















2 ' J . (327)
Now that we have derived the equivalent classical expression for the
four media waveguide problem for the unknown constant A
2 ,
we must
verify that it reduces to the proper expression if the fourth medium is
removed mathematically. In order to conduct this evaluation, we must
assume the following:




R34 = . (329)
Substituting conditions (328) and (329) into (327) reveals
150
+ jkr




J-L R 2 , lR 23e y 2 ° +e y 2 ° ]/
4nk
[.'
K D -|k D
2 -Roi^e y2 (330)
Equation (330) is equal to equation (242). Since (242) has already been






for the four media waveguide problem is correct.
Continuing with the analysis of the four media waveguide problem code





a 2,5 a 3,7 a4
+ a-
,1
a 2,4 a 3,7 a4
+ a|
,2 a 2,4 a 3.5 a4
- a
,1
a 2,4 a 3,5 a4
4 a
i ,1
a 2,5 a 3,6 a4
- a|
,1
a 2,4 a 3,6 a4
- a
,2 a 2.4 a 3,5 a4
+ a
1,1
a 2.4 a 3,5 a4
+ a 1.2 a 2.5 a 3.6 a4
- a 1,1 a2,5 a3,6 a4
- a 1,2 a2.4 a3,6 a4
+ a 1,1 a 2,4 a 3,6 a4
+ a 1.2 a 2,4 a 3,5 a4
= Gj I a | 2 a 2,5 a 3,"?
,8
a5,2 a 6,4 a7,6 " a
,S a 5,2 a6,5 a7,6 " a
,8 a 5.1 a6.7 a7,6
+ a
.8 a 5.2 a 6,7 a7,6 " a
,8 a 5,2 a 6,4 a7.7
+ a
,8 a 5.2 a 6,5 a7,7
+ a
,8 35,1 a6.6 a7,7 " a
,8 a5.2 a6.6 a7,7 " a
,7 a 5,l a 6,4 a7,8
+ a
.7 a 5.2 a 6,4 a7,8
+ a
.7 a 5.t a6,5 a7.8 " a
,7 a5.2 a6,5 a7.8 " a
,7 a5.1 a6,6 a7,8
+ a
a4,8 a 5.1 a6.4 a7,6
,4
a 3,7 a4.8 a5.1 a6,5 a7.6
5 a 3,4 a4.8 a5,l a 6.7 a7,6
5 a 3.4 a4.8 a5.2 a 6,7 a7.6
5 a 3.6 a4,8 a5.1 a 6,4 a7,7
4 a3,6 a4.8 a 5.l a6,5 a7.7
5 a 3,4 a4,8 a5.l a6,6 a7,7
5 a 3.4 a4.8 a5.2 a6.6 a7,7
5 a 3.7 a4.6 a5.1 a 6.4 a7.8
5 a 3.7 a4,6 a 5.2 a 6.4 a7,8
4 a 3.7 a4,6 a 5.1 a6,5 a7,8
4 a 3.7 a4.6 a5,2 a 6,5 a7.8
5 a 3,4 a4,7 a5.1 a6.6 a7.8
















- a l.l a 2,4 a 3.5 a4.7 a5.2 a6.6 a7,8
+ a l,2 a 2.5 a 3.4 a4,6 a5.1 a6.7 a7,8
" a 1.2 a 2,4 a3,5 a4,6 a 5.1 a6,7 a7,8 " a l,l a2,5 a 3.4 a4.6 a5.2 a6,7 a7.8
+ a l.l a 2.4 a 3.5 a4,6 a5.2 a6,7 a7,8l • (33 1)
Factoring (331) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression for the numerator of B2a :
num 3 - G, (au a5i2 - ai 2 a51 ) [a2i5 [(a48 a76 - a46 a78 )
* l a 3,4 a6.7 " a3.7 a6.J + ( a4.7 a7,8 " a4.8 a7.7^ t a 3.4 a6.6 " a 3.6 a6,JI
- a
2i4 |(als a7>6 - a4i6 a7i8 ) [a3(5 a6>7 - a 3i7 a 6i5]
+ ( a4,7 a7,8 - a4,8 a7,7) i a 3,5 a6.6 " a 3,6 *b,V ii • (332)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (332) and using (315) yields
the following genera] expression for B2a :
k
dYi(°) ^2^
B2a -^ (p2») -^-y>) - P ,(o) y;co) -^-)
f
dY4(D2 ) dY 3(D2 )
I- Y2b(y ) I(p3(d2 )W —£j- - P4(d2 ) -^r- y;(D2 ))
dY2b(Dt) dYjCDi)
E (P3(D,)—^— Y 3(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) -^-} I
dY
3(D2 ) dY4(D2 )
+ U©2) -^~Y;(D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y3(D2 ) -^-)
152
dY2b(D f ) dY 3(D,)
x (pj(D| )—jj— y;(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) -^-)
)
dY;(D2 ) dY 3(D2 )





(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
+ (P4(D2 )-^— Y;(D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y"3(D2 ) —^~)
dY2b(D,) dYj(D,) ,
{p 3(D,)—^^^(D^-p^D.IY^D,)-^-})]/
dYj(D2 ) dY 3(D2 )
[[(p 3(D2)Y;(D2)-^— - P4(D2)—r— y;<D 2 ))dy dy M^2
dY 2b(D,) dY3(D,)




(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
(p4(D2 ) -^~Y;(D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y 3(D2 ) —^~ )
153
dY2b(D,> dYj(D,)
{p3(D|) jy Y?(D|) " P2(D|) Y»(D,)-^~)1
l(v^(y.)
dY2b(y ) dY2l(y )
dy dy YkW)
dY",.(0) dY:<0)
(p,(0) Yj(0)—j— - p2(0)-r-Y^O))dy dy
,<JY"2t(y ) <"Y»<V.».




{pi(0)Yj(0)—j—- P2(0)-j— Yj,(0)}|dy dy
dY>2 ) dY^(D2 )
[(p3(D2 ) Y;<D2 )—r— - p4(D2 )—r— Yl(D2 ))dy dy 'W
dY2b(D,) dY^ID,)
x U<D|>—^— YJ(D,) - p2(D,) Y2b(D,) —jj-)
dYJ(D2 ) dY^(D2 )
W»2>





^^Y;(D,)- P2(D 1 )Y2b(D I)-^-}]
dY2b(y ) clY 2a(y )
dy dyKY 2aW-^^--^r-Y 2b(y ))
dY2a(0) dY](0)
(p,(0) Yj(0) ~^~ - P2(0) ~^~ Y 2a(0))
dY 2a(y ) dY2b(y )












B5s =Tf(piku + P 2 k )'2ac " 2% XH1 y. ^ e M
l( P3 k +P2 k ) ( P3 k - P4 k )
' y 1 y o 'y, 2 y„ 1K
v












i W \ " ,kv D l * ,kv yo +,kv D 2 " jkv D l

















jk D, -ft Y. -jk D jk D,
(p 3 k
-
P2 k )(P3 k - P4 k )e





































-jk D. jk D,
































x U k + P3 k I e 2 e 3 e 3
y
3 M
- (p|k - P2 k ) ( P3 k +P2 k )
y2 y l y 2 y3
156





-*y, D 2 *Vl


















, v -|t D +jfc D. -jk D "I




Using the definitions of R2 i, R23. and R34 presented earlier, (334) may
be reduced to
lfc





-jk (D r y ) + jk (D - D, )
+ R23 e
y





*i* (D,- y ) -jk (D - D ) )* (D,- y ) -jk (D - D )l






3 * ' J /
157
:R23 RM ;
iS D'A (D2 - D ' ) .e' iS D 'e' iS ,D^ D ' )
-jk D, -jk (D,-D.) -jk D, *iky, (D2- D l ) l
y^ i - y» 2 r D „ ' y/i D „ 3R2 , R34 e 2 e y 3 * ' - R 2I e 2 ' R23 e J (335)]
Using conditions (328) and (329), (335) may be reduced to
K +ik T
+ ik (D r y ) -jk (D,- y )l .




r *ik d -jk d i
Le
y






2 ° out of the numerator of (336), and dividing the








(1+R23 e y 2
-j2k (D - y ), -jk






Equation (337) is equal to equation (250). Since (250) has already been




for the four media waveguide problem is correct.
For the unknown constant A2t>. Mathematics provided the following
numerator:
num4 -Gi I- 3,332,2837 a4,8 a5,l a6,5 a7,6 4
+ aj
,2 a 2.3 a 3.7 a4,8 351 36 5 376 - 3| ,1 a2,3 a 3,7 a4,8 a5.2 a 6,S a7,6
+ aj
,1
a 2,2 a 3.7 a4,8 a5.3 a 6,5 a7,6
+ a
l .3
a2,2 a3,5 a4.8 a 5,l a 6,7 a7,6
- aj
.2 a2.3 a 3.5 a4,8 a5,l a6,7 a7,6
+ 3|
.1
a 2.3 a 3,5 a4.8 a5.2 a 6,7 a7.6
- aj
,1
a 2,2 a 3.5 a4,8 a5,3 a6,7 a7,6
+ a
l ,3 a 2,2 a3,6 a4,8 a 5,I a 6,5 a7,7
- aj
,2 a 2,3 a3.6 a4,8 a 5,l a6,5 a7,7
+ a
l .1
a2,3 a3.6 a4,8 a5.2 a 6.S a7.7
- a!
,1
a 2,2 a 3,6 a4,8 a5.3 a6,5 a7,7 " a l ,3 a 2,2 a 3,5 a4,8 a 5.t a 6,6 a7,7
+ a.
,2 a 2.3 a3.5 a4,8 a 5.1 a6,6 a7,7 " a .1 a2,3 a 3,5 a4,8 a 5.2 a6.6 a7,7
+ a
t .1
a 2,2 a 3.5 a4,8 a5,3 a6,6 a7,7
+ a
.3 a2.2 a3,7 a4,6 a5.l a6,5 a7,8
- aj
.2
a 2,3 a 3.7 a4,6 a5.1 a6,5 a7.8 " a .3 a2,2 a3.6 a4,7 a 5.1 a 6.5 a7,8
+ a
t ,2 a 2,3 a 3,6 a4,7 a5,l a6,5 a7.8
4 a
1.1
a2,3 a 3.7 a4,6 a5,2 a6,5 a7,8
- aj
.1
a2,3 a 3.6 a4,7 a5.2 a6,5 a7.8 " a 1,1 a2,2 a 3.7 a4.6 a5,3 a6.5 a7.8
+ a,
,1
a2,2 a3.6 a4.7 a5.3 a6.5 a7.8
+ a
1,3 a 2,2 a3.5 a4,7 a5,l a6.6 a7.8
- aj
,2 a2,3 a3.5 a4,7 a5.1 a6.6 a 7.8
+ a
1.1 a 2.3 a 3.5 a4.7 a5,2 a6.6 a7,8
- aj
,1
a2,2 a 3.5 a4.7 a5,3 a6.6 a7.8 " a 1.3 a 2.2 a 3,5 a4.6 a5.1 a 6.7 a7,8
159
+ a l,2 ^2,3 a 3.5 a4.6 a5.1 a6.7 a7.8 " a l.l a2.3 a 3.5 a4,6 a5.2 a 6,7 a7.8
+ a l.l a 2.2 a3.5 a4.6 a5.3 a6.7 a7,8J • (338)
Factoring (338) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression for the numerator of A2^
num4 - G t l(a48 a76 - a46 a7>8 ) (a 3i5 a6i7 - a3i7 a6i5 J
+ ( a4.7 a7.8 " a4.8 a7.7) l a3.5 a6.6 " a 3.6 a6.5i I
x [a2,2 (a 13 a5 , - au a5 3 ) 4 a23 (au a52 - a 12 a51 )| (339)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (339) and using (315) yields
the following general expression for A2b :
k




3(Di) - P2(D,) Y2b(D,) —^-}
dY 3(D2 ) dY4(D2 )
+ (p4(D2 )
-ty~ Y4(D2 )
- P3(D2 ) Y3(D2 ) —^~)
dY2b(D!) dY3(D t )




|Y 2a(y ) ( P ,(0) Y",(0)
—7— - P2(0)—5— Y 2a(0))dy dy
dY^CO) dY 2a(0) ,
+ Y 2a(yo)( P2(0)-^-Y2a(0) -p,(0)Yj(0)-^—)jj /
[[U(d2)y;





—ty—W - P 2(D| ) Y2b(D, ) —^-}
dY 3(D2 ) dY^D2 )
+ (P4(D2 )—j^- Y<(D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y 3(D2 ) -^-)
dY2b(D,) dY 3(D,)
x{ P3(D 1)-^r-Y;(D 1 )- P2(D I )Y 2b(D l)^r-}]
l(Y 2a(y )
dY 2b(y ) dY2a(y )
dy dy Y2b(yo))
dY"2a(0) dY;(0)
tpi(O) Y"(0) —r— - P2(0) —r- Y 2a(0)}dy dy
161
dY 2a(y )





dY;(D2 ) dY^(D2 )
- Kp 3(D2 )Y;(D2)—r— -p4(D2)—r—Y;(D2 ))dy dy
dY"2b(D,) dY"3(D,)
(P3«>1 )—^~ Y'3(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) —^~)
dY 3(D2 ) dY;(D2 )




dY 2b(y ) dY2a(y )
dy dy Y 2b(y ))
dY2a(0) dY,(0)
Cpi(O) Y](0)
—7— - P2(0) -5— Y2a(0)}>|iu;i,iui dy dy
162
dY 2a(y ) dY2b(y )





For constant speed of sound and ambient density, (340) becomes
Aa .i;sw[[(pJk - P2 k
)
2b





v -\t D, tjfc d






/ w v ^jt D. -jk D





















































































jk D, -\t D +jk D
t













/ v -jk D 4 *jk D -jk D (1 l
















[eV + R2j eV]]/
f
-I2k (D - D ) -|2k (D - D ) -|2k D 1
U23 R34 e y3 2 ' + l-R21 RM e y 3 2 l -R 21 R23 e y2 ']
(342)









1 -Ro.Ro.e' Y2 I. (343)
Equation (343) is equal to equation (256). Since (256) has already been
verified, we can conclude that our derivation of the solutions for A OK , and2d
hence, for A 2b for the four media waveguide problem is correct.
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^1 Ui.3 32.2 a 3.7
a 5.1 a 6.4 a7.6
+ a
a5.3 aM a7,6 " a
a 5.1 a 6,7 a7,6" a
a5.3 a6,7 a7,6 " a





a5.3 a6,6 a7,7 - a
a5.1 aM a7,8 + a
a 5.1 a 6,4 a7.8 " a
a5,2 a6,4 a7,8
+ a
a5,3 a6.4 a7,8 " a






a4.8 a5.1 a6.4 a7.6
1,1 a2.3 a 3.7 a4,8 a5.2 a6.4 a7.6
1,3 a2.2 a 3.4 a4,8 a5.1 a6.7 a7.6
1,1 a2.3 a 3,4 a4,8 a5,2 a6,7 a7,6
1.3 a2.2 a3.6 a4,8 a5.1 a6,4 a7,7
1.1 a 2,3 a3,6 a4,8 a5.2 a6.4 a7,7
1.3 a 2.2 a 3,4 a4,8 a5.1 a6,6 a7,7
1,1 a2,3 a3,4 a4.8 a5,2 a6,6 a7.7
1,3 a2,2 a 3,7 a4,6 a 5.1 a 6,4 a7,8
1.3 a 2,2 a3.6 a4.7 a5.1 a 6.4 a7.8
1,1 a2,3 a 3,7 a4,6 a5,2 a6,4 a7,8
1,1 a2,2 a 3.7 a4.6 a5.3 a6.4 a7.8
1.3 a2.2 a 3.4 a4.7 a5.1 a6.6 a7.8
1.1 a 2.3 a3.4 a4,7 a5,2 a6,6 a7,8
1,3 a2,2 a 3,4 a4,6 a5,l a 6.7 a7,8
1,1 a2,3 a 3,4 a4.6 a5.2 a 6.7 a7.8
(344)
Factoring (344) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression for the numerator §1 B2b :
num5 - G! [(a4 s a76 - a4 6 a7S ) [a 3A a67 - a 3
7
a64 J
+ ( a4,7 a7,8 " a4.8 a7j) l a 3.4 a6.6 " a 3.6 *(>Aj\
x |a
2(2 (ai (1 a53 - a 13 a 5il ) + a 2i3 (a l2 a5 { - au a52 )| . (345)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (345) and using (315) yields




dY;(D2 ) dY^(D2 )





~ p2(D| ) Yjb(D, ) —5^—
)
dY~3(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
* U(D4)
-Jj^- Y;(D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y 3(D2 ) —^~)
dYjb(D,) dYj(D,)
{P3(D, )—^— Yj(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y»(D, ) -^-) 1
dY^(O) dY2a(0)
I4W (P2(0) ""^- Y 2a(0) - p,(0) Y;(0) -j^-)
dY2a(0) dY^(O)
+ V2a(yo)( Pl(0)Y;(0)-^--p2(0)-r--Y2a(0))l] /dy dy
dY^(D2 ) dY^(D2 )
[ |
(
P3(D2 ) Y;(D2 ) -^— - P4(D2 ) —^- y;id2 ))

















( Pl (0) y"(o) -^- - P2(0) -^- Y2a(0))
,dY 2a(y ) dY2b(y ).





xlP|(0)Y,(0)-^— - P2(0) dy Y;a(0)}|
dY;(D2 ) dYj(D2 )
[(P3(D2 ) Y;(D2 )—^~ - P4(D2 ) —jj- Y;(D2 ))
dY"2b(D,) dY3(D,)
x U(Di)—^-Y3(D 1 )- P2(D,)Y2b(D 1)-^r-)
168
dY 3(D2 ) dY^(D2 )
+ (p«(D2 )—]—Y>2 ) - P3 (D2 ) Y 3 (D2 ) —jj-)
dY2b(D,) dYj(D,)
(psCDi ) —57- Yj(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) -^-} ]







dY 2a(y ) dY2b(y )
+ (^^Y 2b(y )-Y 2a(y )^^)
dY 2a(0) dYj(O) ,
{ Pl(0)Y-(0)-^--p 2(0)-^r Y 2a(0))U (346)
For constant speed of sound and ambient density, (346) becomes
Boh -T^e y2 ' e y4
2
l(p3 k - p2 k )
169







|k„ D, -jk D,












[( Pl k - P2 k ) e"V° ( Pl k +P2 k )e



































jk D, jk D -jk D,








































v -jk D + jk D -jk D 1I











Using the definitions of R21, R23. and R34 presented earlier, (347) may
be reduced to
4nk








j2k y , *jk. y. H2k D,
f
"' v ol ' v o "' v 1 /
[l +R2l e
y








23 ^34 e 3 + 1
-|2k D -j2k (D - D ) -j2k D 1
R2 |R34e y2 l e y3 z ' -Rjil^e y2 ' J . (348)






















[l-R21 R23 e y2 ]. (349)
and hence, for B2b for the four media waveguide problem is correct.
For the unknown constant A3, Mathematica provided the following
numerator:
num 6 - Gj [au a22 a35 a48 a51 aM a77
" a l,2 a2,3 a 3.5 a4.8 a5.1 a6,4 a7,7
+ a l,l a2.3 a3.5 a4,8 a5.2 a6,4 a7,7
"
*l.l a2,2 a3.5 a4,8 a5,3 a6,4 a7,7 " a l,3 a2.2 a3.4 a4.8 a5.1 a6.5 a7.7
+ a l,2 a 2,3 a 3.4 a4,8 a5,l a 6.5 a7,7 " a l,l a 2,3 a 3.4 a4,8 a5.2 a6,5 a7,7
4 a l,l a2,2 a 3.4 a4,8 a5.3 a 6,5 a7,7 " a l,3 a2.2 a3,5 a4,7 a5,l a 6,4 a7,8
172
Equation (349) is equivalent to equation (261). Since (261) has already
been verified, we can conclude that our derivation of the solutions for B OK ,2D
+ a l,2 a 2,3 a 3,5 a4.7 a 5.1 a 6.4 a7,8 " a l,l a 2.3 a3.5 a4,7 a5,2 a 6.4 a7,8
+ a l,l a2,2 a 3.5 a4.7 a 5,3 a 6,4 a7,8
+ a l,3 a 2,2 a 3,4 a4,7 a 5.1 a 6.5 a7,8
" a l,2 a 2,3 a3,4 a4.7 a 5.1 a6,5 a7,8
+ a l,l a 2,3 a 3,4 a4,7 a 5.2 a 6,5 a7,8
" a l.l a2,2 a 3,4 a4.7 a 5.3 a6.5 a7,8l • (350)
Factoring (350) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression for the numerator of A3:
num 6 = Gj (a4& a7>7 - a4i7 a7>8 ) la 3i5 aM - a34 a6>5]
* U2.2 ( a i.3 a5,i " a i,i ^53) + a 2i 3 Uu a52 - aj 2 a5 1)| . (351)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (351) and using (315) yields
the following general expression for A 3 :
dY^(D2 ) dY 3(D2 )
A 3 -^ ( P3(D2 ) Y 3(D2 ) -^- - p<(D2 )~^- Y;(D2 ))
dY 2b(D,) dY2b(D,)
* lP2(D, )—^" Y 2b(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, )—^-J
r
dY 2a(0) dY",(0)
lY2a(y ) (p,(0) Y",(0) —j— - P2(0)-^ Y2a(0 )) Y2a(y )
dY"i(0) dY 2a(0) ,
(p2(0)—7— Y;a(0)- P i(0)Y"1(0)—r—-)J /lP (0)-^- 2i -p 1 l -^-
173
rdY^(D2 ) dY 3(D2 )
I (p3(D2 ) Y;(D2 ) —jj- - P4(D2 ) —^- y;(d2 ))
dY2b(D!) dY 3(Di)
* CpsCDi)—j^— YjCD,) - P2(D,) Yib(D,) -^-)
dY 3(D2 ) dYi(D2 )
+ (P4«>2)




dY2b(y ) dY 2a(y )
dy dy Y2b(y ))
dY 2a(0) dY",(0)
x(pi(o)yj(o)-^— P2to)-^-rfc.(0)}
,dY 2a(y ) dY2b(y ),




{ Pi(0)Y;(0)-^— - P2(0)—|—Y2a(0)}]dy dy
174
dYj(D2 ) dYj(D2 )
[ ( P3(D2 ) Y 3(D2 )-^- - P4(D2 )—^~ V;(D2 ))
dY2b(D,) dY3(D,)
Ud>.)—57-Y 3(D,)-p 2(D J )Y2b(D I)-^r-)
dY
3
(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
(p4<D2 ) -57- V;(D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y 3(D2 ) —^~)
dY2b(D,) dY^D,)









/Y 2a(y ) dY 2b(y )
+ (^7-Y 2bW-Y2a(y )^^)
dY2a(0) dY^(O) ,
{ Pl(0)Y-(0)-^--p 2(0)-^-Y 2a(0))]J (352)
175
For constant speed of sound and ambient density, (352) becomes
A, -^e' y 3 2 e ,y4 2 [(2p2 k ) (p4 k p 3 k )

























x U k - p 3 k ) e y2 e y3 e y 3y
3
y4






























x U k - P3 k ) e y 2 e y 3 e y 3jk D,












, v -jk D + jk D» -jk D ,1















Using the definitions of R2! , R23. R34. and T 2 3 presented earlier, (353)



















































k (D - D ) -j2k D 1






2 ' J . (354)




+jk r r *K Y "Jk Y i -jkv D + jk D








Equation (355) is equal to equation (274). Since (274) has already been
verified, we can conclude that our derivation of the solutions for Av and
hence, for A, for the four media waveguide problem is correct.
Or
For the unknown constant B3, Mathematics provided the following
numerator:
num7 - Gj I- a t 3 a2>2 a3 5 a48 a5 , a64 a7 6
+ a 1.2 a 2,3 a 3.5 a4.8 a5,l a6,4 a7,6 " a l.l a2.3 a3.5 a4,8 a 5.2 a 6,4 a7.6
+
»1.1 a2,2 a3.5 a4,8 a5.3 aM a7,6 4 a 1.3 a2.2 a 3,4 a4,8 a5.1 a6,5 a7.6
" a l,2 a2,3 a 3,4 a4,8 a5,l a 6.5 a7,6 * a l,l a 2,3 a 3,4 a4,8 a5.2 a6,5 a7.6
- au a22 a 3 4 a4 8 a5 3 a6 5 a7 6 + a t 3 a22 a3 5 a46 a5 1 a64 a7>8
" a l,2 a2,3 a 3.5 a4.6 a5.1 a6,4 a7,8





a3 5 a4 6 a5 3 a64 a7 8 - a, 3 a2 2 a3 4 a46 a5 j a65 a7 8
+ a l,2 a2.3 a 3.4 a4.6 a5.1 a6.5 a7,8 " a l,l a2.3 a 3,4 a4,6 a5.2 a6.5 a7.8
+
»l,l a2,2 a3.4 a4.6 a5.3 a6,5 a7.s] • (356)
Factoring (356) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression for the numerator of B 3 :
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num7 - Gi (a46 a78 - a48 a76 ) ta35 aM - a34 a65 J
x |a
2i 2 Uu a5 , - a ltl a53 ) + a23 (a, , a52 - a 12 a5I )] . (357)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (357) and using (315) yields




3(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
b 3 = '-g ( P4(d2 )-^— y;(d2 ) - P3(d2 ) y;(d2 ) -^-)
dY2b(D.) dY2b(D,)
lp 2(D, )—^— Y2b (D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) —^—1
dY 2a(0) dY"t (0)




2a(o) - P1 (o) y;(o) -^—)] /
r
dY;(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
I [ ( P3(d2 ) y;(d2 ) -^- - P4(d2 ) -^- y;(d2 ))
dY2b(D,) dY 3(D,)
< { P3(D, )-^- Y 3(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, )—j^-}
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dY3(D2 ) dYj(D2 )
+ (p4(D2 )




dY2b(y ) dY 2a(y )





dY 2a(y ) dY 2b(y )
+ (-^— Y-2b(y ) - Y2a(y )—^—
)
dYLlO) dY;(0)
{ PI(0)Y^(0)—^- P2(0)-r-Y2a(0)}]dy dy
dY;(D2 ) dY^(D2 )
[( P3(D2 ) Y 3(D2 )-^~ - P4(D2 )—j^- Y;(D2 ))
dY2b(D,) dY"3(D,)
{P3(D, )—^— Y3(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) -^-}
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dY 3(D2 ) dY^(D2 )
+ (p4(D2)-^r-Y;(D2)-p3(D2)Y 3(D2)^^)
dY2b(D,) dY 3(D,)
x {p 3(D, )
—
^— Y^D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) —^-} ]
dY2b (y ) dY2a(y )
* KY2aW —jj- - —jj- Y 2b(y ))
dY2a(0) dY^(O)
( P ,(0) Y"(0)-^- - P2(0) -jj- Y2a(0))
,dY 2a(y ) dY^y,),
dy Y2b^o)
- Y 2a(y ) dy -
dY2a(0) dY;(0)
(p,(0) Y",(0) —^~ - P2(0) -j— Y2a(0)} ]] . (358)
For constant speed of sound and ambient density, (358) becomes
+jk
r ~K D 2 -K D 2 / \ / \V^ e 5 e "4 (2 P2 ky2 )(p4 ky3 -p3 kyj
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K y K. y.
Pl k - P2 k )e y 2 ° + ( Pl k +P2 k )e y 2 °| /y
2
- y, y 2
• y,









x U k - P3 k ) e y 2 e y 3 e y3jk D, -jk D. +jfc D,Yo * „ * 2 „ , 1y
3
^ y4








\ + i* D, *|k D2 -jk D

















-jk D, -jk D. *\t D,
x ( P4 k - p 3 k ) e "V 1 e "V2 e "V 1y
3
- y4




















Using the definitions of R2 i, R23. R34. and T23 presented earlier, (359)




















— R34 T 23 |e
y
2 ° + R21 e
y






















*K <V V "i2ky D ll
)
y
3 e 2 JR2 ,R23 e *
l y
. (360)
Using conditions (328), (329), (360) may be reduced to
B, -0. (361)
3 C
Equation (361) is exactly what one would expect for a semi-infinite
medium (i.e., no wave propagation in the negative y direction). Thus, we can
183
conclude that our derivation of the solutions for B. . and hence, for B, for
3 5C
the four media waveguide problem is correct.



































a 3.7 a4,8 a5
a 3.7 a4,8 a5
a3.5 a4.8 a5
a 3.5 a4.8 a5
a3.6 a4.8 a5
a 3,6 a4,8 a5
a 3.5 a4.8 a5
a 3,5 a4,8 a5
a3.6 a4.7 a5
a 3.6 a4,7 a5
a 3.6 a4.7 a5
a 3.6 a4,7 a5
a 3.5 a4.7 a5
a3.5 a4.7 a5
a 3.5 a4.6 a5
a 3.5 a4.6 a5
l a 1.3 a2.5 a 3.7
3 a 6.4 a7,6 " a
3 a 6.5 a7.6 " a
2 a 6.7 a7.6
+ a





2 a6.6 a7.7 " a
3 a6,6 a7,7 " a




2 a 6.5 a7.8 " a





2 a6,7 a7,8 " a
3 a6.7 a7.8J •
a4.8 a 5.2 a 6.4 a7,6
'
.4 a 3.7 a4.8 a5.2
5 a 3.4 a4.8 a5.2
5 a 3.4 a4.8 a5.3
5 a3.6 a4.8 a5.2
4 a3.6 a4.8 a5.2
5 a3.4 a4,8 a5.2
5 a3.4 a4,8 a5.3
5 a 3,7 a4,6 a5.2
5 a3.7 a4.6 a5.3
4 a 3,7 a4.6 a5.2
4 a3.7 a4.6 a 5.3
5 a 3.4 a4.7 a5.2
5 a 3.4 a4,7 a5.3
5 a3.4 a4.6 a5.2
































Factoring (362) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression for the numerator oi B
t
:
num, = Gj (au a5>2 - a 1>2 a53 ) [a2(5 |(a4 6 a7>8 - a48 a76 )
x i a 3,4 a 6.7 " a 3.7 a6,4i + ( a4.8 a7.7 " a4,7 a7,8) l a 3,4 a6,6 " a3,6 a6,4J I
" a 2.4 K a4.6 a7.8 " a4.8 a7.6) l a 3.5 a6.7 " a 3.7 a6.5-»
+
( a4,8 a7.7 " a4.7 a7.s) l a3.5 a6.6 " a3,6 a6.5-t I ' ^63)
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Substituting appropriate expressions into (363) and using (315) yields




Bl " f* ( p2(0)
~^~ Y 2a(0) " P2(0) Y^O) -^-)
r
dY;(D2 ) dY;(D2 )










(D2 ) dY^(D2 )




dY;(D2 ) dY3(D2 )
( P3(D2 ) Y"3(D2 )—
r—
- P4(D2 ) —r— Yl(D2 ))dy dy
dY-2b(D,) ^(D.)
IP3(D, )—^— Y 3(D, ) - p2(D, ) Y 2b(D, )—^~J I J /
[Kp3^2)y;
dY;(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
»w-d7 P^2)-^— Yl(D2 ))dy
dY2b(D,) dY3(D,)
U»|)—d7-Y3(D l)-p2(D 1)Y+2b(D 1)-^r-}
dY
3(D2 ) dY;(D2 )
( P4(D2 ) -^~ Y;(D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y3(D2 ) -^-)
dY 2b(D,) dY^)
{ P3(D,)—^— Y^D,) - p2(Di) Y2b(D,) -^-)1
KyUYo)
dY2b(y ) dY2a(y )
dy dy (Yo))
dY2a(0) dY",(0)
{ Pl (0) Y^O)-r— - p2(0)-r— Y"2a(0))dy dy
186
<*Y2a(y ) dY2b(y )
+ ( dy Y2b(y
)
"





dY;(D2 ) dYj(D2 )
-
[ ( P3(D2 ) Yj(D2 )—— - P4(D2 )—r— Y;(D2 ))dy dy
dY2b(D,) dY 3 (D,)
* (ps">|)—5^—^3(0,) - P2(D,) Y 2b(D,) —^-}
dY 3(D2 ) dY;(D2 )




dY2b(y ) dY2a(y )
dy dy Y^Yo))
dY'oJO) dY;(0)
( Pl (0) Y;(0)—5— - p 2(0) -t— Y 2a(0)}dy dy
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dY2a(y ) dY2b(y )
+ 1-^— Y»(y.) - Y2a(y )-^—
)
dY 2a(0) dY',(0) ,
4pi(0)Y",(0)-^r--p2(0)-^-Y 2a(0)}]]. (364)
For constant speed of sound and ambieny density, (364) becomes
jk





U \i \ " ikv D l +,kv yo ' iky D 2 +,kv D l




2 ° e 3 e
y
3 '* l\
2 '3 7 3 '4
-jk D, *jk v *|k D -jk D,














y2 y 3 y4 y 3
( P3 k - P2 k ) ( P4 k - p3 k ) e
y










jk D, -jk yn *jk D -K D





























jk D, -jk D + jk D,












jk D, +jk D -jk D,
( P4 kv + p 3 k )e~Y2~ l e'"y3" 2 e"Vy
3 " \















-jk D, -jk D +jk D,
y<> 1 ~ y 3 2 ' y, 1
p4 k -p 3 k Je
7
2 e >i e '3












Uk + p 3 k )e y 2 l e y3 2 e y3 l \\. (365)
Using the definitions of R2 i, R23. R34. and T 2 i presented earlier, (365)



































































Equation (367) is equal to equation (268). Since (268) has already been




hence, for B. for the four media waveguide problem is correct,
•c
For the unknown constant A* Mathematics provided the following
numerator:
nums = G t [aj 3 a2>2 a35 a47 a5 t aM a76
" a 1.2 a2,3 a 3,5 a4.7 a5.1 a 6,4 a7,6
+ a t,l a2,3 a 3,5 a4,7 a5,2 a 6.4 a7.6
- a ]it a 2 2 a3 5 a47 a5 3 a64 a7 6 - aj 3 a 2 2 a34 a4 7 a5j a65 a7 6
+ a l,2 a2,3 a 3,4 a4.7 a 5,l a 6,5 a7,6 " a l,l a 2,3 a 3.4 a4,7 a5.2 a 6,5 a7,6
4 a l,1 a 2.2 a 3.4 a4,7 a5,3 a 6,5 a7,6 " a l,3 a 2.2 a 3.5 a4.6 a 5.1 a 6.4 a7,7
+ a l,2 a2,3 a 3.5 a4,6 a 5.1 a6,4 a7,7 " a l,l a 2,3 a3.5 a4,6 a5,2 H,4 a7,7
+ a
1§1 a 2 2 a 3 5 a4 6 a5 3 a64 a77 + a! 3 a2 2 a 3 4 a4 6 a5 j a6 5 a77
" a l,2 a 2,3 a 3.4 a4.6 a 5.1 a 6,5 a7,7
4 a l,l a2,3 a 3.4 a4.6 a5,2 a6,5 a7,7
" a l,l a 2,2 a 3.4 a4.6 a5.3 a6.5 a7,7J • (368)
Factoring (368) and collecting common terms yields the following
generic expression for the numerator of A4 :
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num& - G, (a47 a76 - a46 a7i7 ) U34 a6i5 - a35 a 6iJ
x |a 2( 2 (au a53 - a 13 a51 ) - a23 (aM a52 - a 1>2 a3 |)j . (369)
Substituting appropriate expressions into (369) and using (315) yields
the following general expression for A4 :
k
dY;(D2 ) dY 3(D2 )
A4 - '-£ (P3(D2 )—^~ Y3(D2 ) - P3(D2 ) Y;(D2 ) —^-)
dY"2b(D,) dY2b(D,)
dT"" P2(D,) '~dy
«i v^ , v*i v^i/
l P2(D, ) Y2b(D, )
—
— - )—r— Y'2b(D, )]
dYJ(O) dY2t(0).
[Y2a(Yo) (p 2(0) "1— Y2a(0) - p,(0) Y",(0)—j^-)
dY^(O) dY2a(0)
YiW (p2(0)-^- Yja(o) - Pl (o) y;co) -^-) ] /
r






(D2 )—^- - P4(D2 )—^~ Y;(D2 ))
dY2b(D,) dY3(D,)
{P3(D, ) —jj- Y3(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y»(D| ) -^-)
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dY
3(D2 ) dY^(D2 )
+ (p4«>2)—^~Y>2 ) " P3(I>2) Y"3(D2 ) —^~)
dYjb(D,) dYj(D,)
W»l )
—df- Yj(D, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) -^-) ]
l(Y2a(y )
dY 2b(v ) dY 2a(y )
dy dy Y"2Jyo))
dY2a(0) dY;(0)
{p,(0) Y"(0)—r— - P2(0) -5— Y2a(0))dy dy
dY 2a(y ) dY2b(y )
+ (^r"Y2bW-Y 2a(yo)-^-)
dYjJO) dYJO)
(p,(0) Y^(O) -^— - P2(0)
—J— Y2a(0))]dy dy
dY;(D2 ) dY 3(D2 )





- P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) -^—
)
193
dY 3(D2 ) dY^(D2 )




" tpj(D| )—^— Y>, ) - P2(D, ) Y2b(D, ) —j—) ]
dY2b(y ) dY2,(y )
{Pl (0) Y^(O)-^- - p2(0) -^~ Y2a(0)}





x (pi(O) Yj(0) -jjp- - P2(0) -^-Y2a(0))l J . (370)
For constant speed of sound and ambient density, (370) becomes
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^-£ (2»Ofc»0
x [( Pl k - P2 k ) eV + ( Pl k P2 k ) e'V J /y
2
- y, y 2
* y,








.jk D, -jk D *jk D,
x(p4 k - P3 k )e y 2












v * D )* D -jk D






















/ v -jk D -jk D <jk D




























Using the definitions of R21, R23. R$^ and T23 presented earlier, and
defining the transmission coefficient at the boundary between medium three






P4 K + P3 k,y
3
J y4









jk D, -jk, (D - Dj +\k D,
ff *y Vo n "jky yol A l A "V V * j y 2l /He y2 + R 21 e 2 ° ) e y2 ' e y3 l ' e 4 l J /
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f
-I2k (D - D ) -j2k D -j2k (D - D )
lR23R34 e
y







"R i «e'~ y2 ! I. (373)
Using conditions (328), (329), and letting
T34 - 1 , (374)
and, as a result,































l-R2 iR23 e y2 J. (376)
Equation (376) is equal to both equations (275) and (355). Since (275)
has already been verified, we can conclude that our derivation of the
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solutions for A4% and hence, for A4 for the four media waveguide problem is
correct.
To summarize the results for the four media waveguide with plane,
parallel boundaries, for the general case, in which speed of sound and
density are arbitrary functions of depth, the unknown constants are given
by (322), (333), (340), (346), (352), (358), (364), and (370). As in the three
media waveguide case, the denominators in these expressions are exactly the
same. For constant speed of sound and density, the unknown constants are
given by (327), (335), (342), (348), (354), (360), (366), and (373).
Having completed two successful tests of the programming technique,
we now return our attention to the general waveguide problem. As in the
simpler examples, the compact vector- matrix system equation (198) applies.
For the general waveguide problem, the vector matrix quantities involved
are as follows:
• A is the 28 by 17 matrix of coefficients,




,5 a2i6 0000000000 0]
[0 6 a3>3 a3 4 a 3>8 a39 0000000 01
[0000 a4f5 a46 000 a4il0 a411 000000]
10 a58 a5 9 a512 a513 0]
(0 00000000 a
6i i
a6 n a6M a61$ 0]
10 0000000000 a712 a7i i 3 a716 0]
(0 000000000000 a8H a815 a8 I7 ]
[0 a92 a93 a9/i 000000 000000 0]
la 10>1 aio i5 a, 0i6 0000000000 0]




















000000000 a22 ,i4 a22 ,i5 a2217 ]
a2312 a23il3 a2316 0]
00000000 a24,i4 a24,i5 a2417 ]
000000000 a25j4 a25j 5 a25J7 ]
0000000a26)12 a 26i , 3 d 0a2616 0]
3 a 27)4 a 27,8 a27>9 0]






ai.3 = P2(ys)Wkr2r)Y 2a(ys )







= p2(ys)Jft(kf2r)Y 2a(ys )
a2.6 - P2<Ys) Wkf2r) Y 2a(ys )









a3.4 - Y 2a(y )
a3,8 " " Y2bW
a 3.9 - " Y»(y )
a4.5 - Y2Jy )
a4.e - y 2Jy )
a4.io--Y2b(y )
a4.n--Y"2b(yo)
a5.8 = P2(yBl Un(kr2r)Y2b(yBi )
a5.9
= P2(yBl Ho(kr2r)Y2b(yBi )
a5.i2 = -p3(yBl ) Jn(kr3r ) Y 3 (yBi )
a5.i3 = -P3(yBl ^n(kr3r)Y3(yBi )
a6.io
= P2(yBl )Jn^r2r) Y2^yBl ^
a6,n = P2(yB| )Jn^f2r)Y2b(yBi )

























a7.i3 = P3(yB2^n(k r3r)Y 3(yB2 )
a7,i6--p4(yB2)Wkr4r)Yi(yB2 )
as.H = P3^yB2^n(kr3r)Y3(yB2 )
a8,i5







a9 ,2 - - UK^ —57"
dY^Ys)





a 10.1 -Jn^r ,r) dy
dY 2Jys )
aio.5 = Jn(kf2D dy
dY 2a(ys )
a lO,6


































ai2.5 = Jn(k r,r)Y 2a(ys )































ai4.4 = JJkr 9 r)Y 2a(ys ) (422)
dY2b(yBl )
ai5.8 = Jn(kr2r ) dy
dY2b(yBl )

























































































































































































































































• i is the 17 by one vector of unknown constants,
x - (A, B, A2a B 2a C2a D2a G 2 A 2b B 2b C2b D2b A3B3C3D3 A«B< }
T
, (473)
where the superscript T indicates the transpose matrix operator (which
means that 1 is a column vector).
The vector of known constants, b, is simply made up of the right-hand
sides of ( 1 49) through (176), or more specifically
b = {0 0000000000000000000000000 G,0) T
.
(474)
where here again the transpose operator is used to indicate that b is a
column vector.
One should note that the arbitrary constant Gj appears in the known
constant vector while the arbitrary constant G 2 appears in the unknown
constant vector. This occurs because Gj represents the known amount of
discontinuity required to achieve the free-space Greens function solution
under the necessary conditions for that solution to exist (i.e., constant speed
of sound, no boundaries). G 2 , on the other hand, is really an artifact of the
method used to derive these boundary condition equations, and, as such,
should be treated as an unknown quantity in the general case.
In the general waveguide problem, the form of matrix A leads to some
complications. First, the fact that the number of equations (i.e., 28) is greater
than the number of unknowns (i.e., 17) implies that the solution to this
problem will not be unique. Secondly, the fact that the matrix A is not a
208
square matrix implies that the simple matrix inversion technique of (222)
cannot be utilized. Thus, an alternate solution technique must be employed
to set up the problem so that Mathematica may be used in the solution.
Gelb (1974) describes this situation (more equations than unknowns) as
an overdeter mined case. Gelb and Haykin (1986) both suggest the use of a
pseudoinverse matrix in obtaining a least squares estimate for the vector x.
The pseudoinverse matrix is defined by Gelb as follows for real matrices A:
A* = (AT A)- 1 At . (475)
where A* is the 17 by 28 pseudoinverse matrix.
Haykin and Menke (1984. p. 253) both define a similar pseudoinverse




where the superscript H indicates the Hermetian or complex conjugate
transpose matrix operator.
In the solution for the general waveguide case, we will use a
combination of these pseudoinverse matrix techniques. This combination
incorporates a 28 by 28 weighting matrix, W, which allows us to obtain a
weighted least squares estimate for the vector x. Therefore, our approach
will be to use the weighted pseudoinverse formulation suggested by Gelb
and Menke (1984, p. 54) with the complex conjugate transpose operators
209
suggested by Haykin in lieu of the standard (and less general) transpose
operator. Thus, the pseudoinverse matrix to be used in this thesis is defined
as follows:
A'-(AHWA)IAHW. (477)
Using this pseudoinverse matrix, a weighted least squares estimate for




The following Mathematics code was developed to solve the general
waveguide problem using this weighted least squares technique:
b = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0, 0,0, 0,0, 0,0,0, G1.0};
w = {{wlcl, wlc2, wlc3.wlc4.wlc5, wlc6, wlc7, wlc8,
wlc9, wlclO, wlcl 1, wlcl2, wlcl3, wlcl4, wlcl5,
Wlcl6,wlcl7.wlcl8.wlcl9.wlc20.wlc21,wlc22.
wlc23. wlc24. wlc25. wlc26, wlc27, wlc28),
(w2cl, w2c2, w2c3, w2c4, w2c5, w2c6, w2c7, w2c8,
w2c9, w2cl0, w2cl 1, w2cl2, w2cl3, w2cl4, w2cl5.
w2cl 6, w2cl 7, w2cl 8. w2cl 9, w2c20, w2c2 1 , w2c22,
w2c23. w2c24. w2c25. w2c26, w2c27, w2c28),
{w3cl, w3c2, w3c3. w3c4, w3c5, w3c6, w3c7, w3c8,
w3c9, w3cl 0, w3cl 1 , w3cl 2, w3cl 3. w3cl 4, w3cl 5,
w3cl 6. w3cl7, w3cl 8, w3cl 9, w3c20, w3c2 1 . w3c22,
w3c23. w3c24, w3c25. w3c26. w3c27, w3c28),
{w4cl , w4c2, w4c3, w4c4, w4c5, w4c6, w4c7, w4c8,
w4c9, w4cl0, w4cl 1, w4cl2, w4cl3, w4cl4, w4cl5,
w4cl 6, w4cl7, w4cl 8, w4cl 9, w4c20, w4c2 1 , w4c22,
w4c23. w4c24. w4c25. w4c26. w4c27, w4c28),
{w5cl , w5c2, w5c3. w5c4, w5c5. w5c6, w5c7, w5c8,
w5c9, w5cl 0, w5cl 1 , w5cl 2, w5cl 3, w5cl 4, w5cl 5,
w5cl 6, w5cl7, w5cl 8, w5cl 9, w5c20, w5c2 1 , w5c22,
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w5c23, w5c24, w5c25, w5c26, w.5c27, w5c28},
(w6cl , w6c2, w6c3, w6c4, w6c5, w6c6, w6c7, w6c8,
w6c9, w6cl0, w6cl 1, w6cl2, w6cl3, w6cl4, w6cl5,
w6cl6, w6cl7, w6cl8, w6cl9, w6c20, w6c21, w6c22,
w6c23, w6c24, w6c25. w6c26, w6c27, w6c28},
{w7cl , w7c2, w7c3, w7c4, w7c5, w7c6, w7c7, w7c8,
w7c9, w7cl0, w7cl 1, w7cl2, w7cl3, w7cl4, w7cl5,
w7cl 6. w7cl 7, w7cl 8, w7cl 9, w7c20, w7c2 1 , w7c22,
w7c23, w7c24. w7c25. w7c26, w7c27. w7c28),
{w8cl , w8c2, w8c3, w8c4, w8c.5, w8c6, w8c7, w8c8,
w8c9, w8c!0, w8cl 1, w8cl2, w8cl3, w8cl4, w8cl5,
W8cl6,w8cl7,w8cl8,w8cl9,w8c20,w8c21,w8c22,
w8c23. w8c24, w8c25, w8c26, w8c27, w8c28},
(w9cl , w9c2, w9c3. w9c4, w9c5, w9c6, w9c7, w9c8,
w9c9, w9cl0, w9cl 1, w9cl2, w9cl3, w9cl4, w9cl5,
w9cl6, w9cl7, w9cl8, w9cl9, w9c20, w9c21. w9c22,






Wl0c23,wl0c24, Wl0c25.wl0c26, wl0c27, wlOc28),
(wl lcl, wl lc2. wl lc3. wl lc4, wl lc5, wl lc6. wl lc7, wl lc8,
Wllc9,wllcl0.wllcll,wllcl2,wllcl3,wllcl4.wllcl5,
Wllcl6,wllcl7,wllcl8,wllcl9,wllc20,wllc21,wllc22.
wl lc23. wl lc24, wl lc25, wl lc26. wl lc27, wl lc28),








{w 1 3c 1 , w 1 3c2, w 1 3c3, w 1 3c4, w 1 3c5, w 1 3c6, w 1 3c7, w 1 3c8,























{wl7cl, wl7c2, wl7c3, wl7c4 wl7c5, wl7c6, wl7c7, wl7c8,
Wl7c9 f wl7cl0,wl7cll,wl7cl2,wl7cl3,wl7cl4,wl7cl5,
Wl7cl6,wl7cl7,wl7cl8.wl7cl9,wl7c20,wl7c21,wl7c22,











{w20cl , w20c2, w20c3, w20c4, w20c5, w20c6, w20c7, w20c8,
w20c9, w20cl 0, w20cl 1 , w20cl 2, w20cl 3, w20cl 4, w20cl 5.
w20cl 6, w20cl7, w20cl 8, w20cl 9, w20c20, w20c2 1 , w20c22,
w20c23, w20c24, w20c25, w20c26, w20c27, w20c28),




{w22cl , w22c2, w22c3, w22c4, w22c5, w22c6, w22c7, w22c8,
w22c9, w22cl0, w22cl 1, w22cl2, w22cl3, w22cl4, w22cl5,
w22cl6, w22c!7, w22cl8, w22cl9, w22c20, w22c21, w22c22,
w22c23, w22c24, w22c25, w22c26, w22c27, w22c28),
{w23cl , w23c2, w23c3, w23c4, w23c5, w23c6, w23c7, w23c8,
w23c9, w23cl0, w23cl 1, w23cl2, w23cl3, w23cl4, w23cl 5,
w23cl 6. w23cl7, w23cl 8, w23cl 9, w23c20, w23c2 1 , w23c22.
w23c23, w23c24, w23c25, w23c26, w23c27, w23c28),
{w24cl , w24c2, w24c3, w24c4, w24c5, w24c6, w24c7, w24c8,
w24c9, w24cl0, w24cl 1, w24cl2, w24cl3, w24cl4, w24cl5,
w24cl6, w24cl7, w24cl8, w24cl9, w24c20, w24c21, w24c22,
w24c23, w24c24, w24c25, w24c26, w24c27, w24c28),
(w25cl , w25c2, w25c3, w25c4, w25c5, w25c6, w25c7, w25c8,
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w25c9, w25c!0, w25cl 1. w25cl2, w25cl3, w25cl4, w25cl5,
w25cl6, w25cl7, w25cl8, w25cl9, w25c20, w25c21, w25c22,
w25c23, w25c24, w25c25, w25c26, w25c27, w25c28),
{w26cl , w26c2, w26c3, w26c4, w26c5, w26c6, w26c7, w26c8,
w26c9,w26cl0,w26cll,w26cl2, w26cl3,w26cl4,w26cl5,
w26cl6, w26cl7, w26cl8, w26cl9, w26c20, w26c21, w26c22,
w26c23, w26c24, w26c25, w26c26, w26c27, w26c28),
{w27cl , w27c2, w27c3, w27c4, w27c5, w27c6, w27c7, w27c8,
w27c9. w27cl0, w27cl 1, w27cl2. w27cl3, w27cl4, w27cl5,
w27cl6, w27cl7, w27cl8, w27cl9, w27c20, w27c21. w27c22.
w27c23. w27c24, w27c25. w27c26, w27c27, w27c28),




w28cl6, w28cl7, w28cl 8, w28cl 9, w28c20, w28c21 , w28c22,
w28c23. w28c24, w28c25, w28c26, w28c27, w28c28});
a = { 0, alc2, alc3, alc4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
a2cl, 0, 0, 0, a2c5, a2c6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
0, 0, a3c3, a3c4, 0, 0, 0, a3c8, a3c9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
0, 0, 0, 0, a4c5, a4c6, 0, 0, 0, a4cl0, a4cl 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a5c8, a5c9. 0, 0, a5cl2. a5cl3, 0, 0, 0, 0},
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a6cl0, a6cl 1. 0. 0, a6cl4, a6cl5, 0, 0).
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a7cl2, a7cl3, 0, 0, a7cl6, 0),
0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a8cl4, a8cl5. 0, a8cl7),















0, 0, alOc5, al0c6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
al lc3. al lc4. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
0, 0, al2c5, al2c6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},
0, 0, al3c5, al3c6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
al4c3, al4c4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Oj,
0, 0, 0, al5c8, al5c9, 0, 0, al5cl2, al5cl3. 0, 0, 0, 0},
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al6cl0, al6cl 1, 0, 0, al6cl4. al6cl5, 0, 0),
0, 0, 0, al7c8, al7c9, 0, 0, al7cl2. al7cl3. 0, 0, 0, 0},
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al8cl0, al8cll, 0, 0, al8cl4, a!8cl5, 0, 0),
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al9cl0, al9cl 1, 0, 0, al9cl4, al9cl5. 0, 0),
0, 0, 0, a20c8, a20c9, 0, 0, a20cl2, a20cl3, 0, 0, 0, 0},
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a21cl2, a21cl3, 0, 0, a21cl6, 0),
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a22cl4, a22cl5, 0, a22cl7),
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a23cl2, a23c!3, 0, 0, a23cl6, 0},
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{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a24cl4, a24cl5, 0, a24cl7),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a25c!4, a25cl5, 0, a25cl7),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a26cl2, a26cl3, 0, 0, a26cl6, 0),
(0, 0, a27c3, a27c4, 0, 0, 0, a27c8, a27c9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, a28c5, a28c6, -1,0, 0, a28c!0, a28cl 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}};
aherm - Transpose[Conjugate[a]];
x = (Inverse[aherm.w.a)).aherm.w.b
Again, the lower case w was required to represent the weighting matrix
W due to the Mathewatica variable naming convention mentioned earlier
(i.e., matrices have variable names which begin with lower case letters since
Matftewatjca reserves variable names which begin with capital letters for
built-in functions). The variable "aherm" represents the complex conjugate
transpose of the matrix A (i.e., AH ).
This code ran on a Macintosh II computer which is equipped with five
megabytes (MB) of random access memory (RAM) for about 25 minutes
before halting due to an "out of memory" error. This same code was run on a
different Macintosh II computer equipped with similar hardware and a
software package which allowed access of up to eight MB of hard disk space
for use as virtual memory. Thus, Mathematical.^ 13 MB of RAM available
to it. On this 13 MB machine, the code ran for about 75 minutes before it
again halted on an "out of memory" error. Before attempting an alternate
approach, the code was run in steps to see which calculation was causing the
trouble. The multiplication of AH,W, and A ran successfully as did the
multiplication of AH , W, and b. The problem recurred when an attempt was
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made to take the inverse of the product of AH,W, and A. We speculate that
the problem occurs because the program is required to store and operate on
a large number of string variables, thereby requiring large quantities of
memory to store intermediate results. To confirm this, we attempted to take
the inverse of a 17 by 17 symbolic matrix using only simple generic variable
names (such as jlcl) without success. We must conclude that Mathematics
requires too much memory to successfully run this type of symbolic problem
on a personal computer. The methodology should be validated when less
memory intensive or main frame based symbolic programs become
available.
In order to attempt the use of Mathematica s LinearSolve function, we
must first modify the matrix A so that it is a square matrix. This may be
accomplished while maintaining the integrity of our weighted least squares
formulation as follows:
Recall that
Ai = b. (198)
Premultiplying both sides of (198) by the matrix W yields
WAi-Wb. (479)
Premultiplying both sides of (479) by the matrix AH yields
AH WAi-AH Wb. (480)
If we let
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j = AH WA, (481)
and
d«AH Wb, (482)




where j is the 17 by 17 matrix defined by (481) and d is the 17 by 1 column
vector defined by (482).
The following revised Mathematica code was developed for this
reformulated problem:
b = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,01,0);
w = Uwlcl, wlc2, wlc3, wlc4, wlc5, wlc6, wlc7, wlc8,
wlc9, wlclO, wlcll, wlcl2, wlcl3, wlcl4, wlc!5,
wlcl6,wlcl7, wlcl8, wlcl9,wlc20,wlc21,wlc22,
wlc23, wlc24, wlc25, wlc26, wlc27, wlc28),
(w2cl, w2c2, w2c3, w2c4, w2c5, w2c6, w2c7, w2c8,
w2c9, w2cl0, w2cl 1, w2cl2, w2cl3, w2cl4, w2cl5,
w2cl6, w2cl7, w2cl8, w2cl9, w2c20, w2c21, w2c22,
w2c23. w2c24. w2c25. w2c26, w2c27, w2c28),
{w3cl, w3c2, w3c3, w3c4, w3c5, w3c6, w3c7, w3c8,
w3c9, w3cl0, w3cl 1, w3cl2, w3cl3, w3cl4, w3cl5,
w3cl6, w3cl7, w3cl8, w3cl9, w3c20, w3c21, w3c22,
w3c23, w3c24, w3c25, w3c26, w3c27, w3c28),
(w4cl, w4c2, w4c3, w4c4, w4c5, w4c6, w4c7, w4c8,
w4c9, w4cl0, w4cl 1, w4cl2, w4cl3, w4cl4, w4cl5,
w4cl6, w4cl7, w4cl8, w4cl9, w4c20, w4c21, w4c22,
w4c23, w4c24, w4c25, w4c26, w4c27, w4c28),
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{w5cl, w5c2, w.5c3, w5c4, w5c5, w5c6, w5c7, w5c8,
w5c9, w5clO, w5cl 1, w5cl2, w5cl3, w5cl4, w5cl5,
w5cl 6, w5cl7, w5cl 8, w5cl 9, w5c20, w5c2 1 , w5c22,
w5c23, w5c24, w5c25, w5c26, w5c27, w5c28),
{w6cl, w6c2, w6c3, w6c4, w6c5, w6c6, w6c7, w6c8,
w6c9, w6cl0, w6cl 1, w6cl2, w6cl3, w6cl4, w6cl5,
w6cl6, w6cl7, w6cl8, w6cl9, w6c20, w6c21, w6c22,
w6c23, w6c24, w6c25, w6c26, w6c27, w6c28),
{w7cl , w7c2, w7c3, w7c4. w7c5, w7c6, w7c7, w7c8,
w7c9, w7cl0, w7cl 1, w7cl2, w7cl3, w7cl4, w7cl5,
w7cl 6, w7cl7, w7cl 8, w7cl 9, w7c20, w7c2 1 , w7c22,
w7c23, w7c24, w7c25, w7c26, w7c27, w7c28),
(w8cl , w8c2, w8c3, w8c4, w8c5. w8c6, w8c7, w8c8,
W8c9,w8cl0,w8cll,w8cl2,w8cl3,w8cl4.w8cl5,
w8cl6, w8cl7, w8cl8, w8cl9, w8c20, w8c2i, w8c22,
w8c23. w8c24, w8c25, w8c26, w8c27, w8c28),
(w9cl , w9c2, w9c3, w9c4, w9c5, w9c6, w9c7, w9c8,
w9c9, w9cl0, w9cl 1, w9cl 2, w9cl 3, w9cl 4, w9cl 5,
w9cl6, w9cl7, w9cl8, w9cl9, w9c20, w9c21, w9c22,
w9c23, w9c24, w9c25, w9c26, w9c27, w9c28},








wl lc23, wl lc24. wl lc25, wl lc26, wl lc27, wl lc28),

















{w 1 5cl , w 1 5c2, w 1 5c3, w 1 5c4, w 1 5c5, w 1 5c6, w 1 5c7, w 1 5c8,
Wl5c9,wl5cl0,wl5cll,wl5cl2,wl5cl3,wl5cl4,wl5cl5,
Wl5cl6,wl5cl7,wl5cl8,wl5cl9,wl5c20,wl5c21,wl5c22,
Wl5c23,wl5c24,wl5c25,wl5c26 1 wl5c27,wl5c28} )
{wl6cl, wl6c2, wl6c3, wl6c4, wl6c5, wl6c6, wl6c7, wl6c8,
Wl6c9,wl6cl0,wl6cll,wl6cl2,wl6cl3,wl6cl4 f wl6cl5,
wl 6cl6, wl6cl7, wl6cl8, wl6cl9. w!6c20, wl6c21, wl6c22,
Wl6c23.wl6c24.wl6c25.wl6c26,wl6c27,wl6c28},
{wl7cl, wl7c2, wl7c3, wl7c4 wl7c5, wl7c6, wl7c7, wl7c8,
Wl7c9
1
wl7cl0 f wl7cll f wl7cl2 f wl7cl3,wl7cl4,wl7cl5,
Wl7cl6,wl7cl7,wl7cl 8^17019^17020^17021^17022,
wl7c23, wl7c24, wl7c25, wl7c26, wl7c27, wl7c28},
(Wl8cl,wl8c2,wl8c3,wl8c4,wl8c5,wl8c6,wl8c7,wl8c8,








wl9cl8 f wl9cl9,wl9c20,wl9c21,wl9c22 1
Wl9c23,wl9c24,wl9c25,wl9c26,wl9c27, wl9c28),
{w20cl , w20c2, w20c3, w20c4, w20c5, w20c6, w20c7, w20c8,
w20c9, w20cl0, w20cl 1, w20cl2, w20cl3, w20cl4, w20cl5,
w20cl 6, w20cl 7, w20cl 8, w20cl 9, w20c20, w20c2 1 , w20c22,







(w22cl, w22c2, w22c3, w22c4, w22c5, w22c6, w22c7, w22c8,
W22c9,w22cl0,w22cll f w22cl2,w22cl3,w22cl4 1 w22cl5,
w22cl 6, w22cl7, w22cl 8, w22cl 9, w22c20, w22c2 1 , w22c22,
w22c23, w22c24, w22c25. w22c26, w22c27, w22c28),
(w23cl, w23c2, w23c3, w23c4, w23c5, w23c6, w23c7, w23c8,
w23c9, w23cl0, w23cl 1, w23cl2, w23cl3, w23cl4, w23cl5,
w23cl6,w23cl7,w23cl 8^23019^23020^23021^23022,
w23c23, w23c24, w23c25, w23c26, w23c27, w23c28},
{w24cl, w24c2, w24c3, w24c4, w24c5, w24c6, w24c7, w24c8,
w24c9, w24cl0, w24cl 1, w24cl2, w24c!3, w24cl4, w24cl5,
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W24cl6,w24cl7,w24cl8,w24cl9,w24c20,w24c21,w24c22,
w24c23, w24c24, w24c25, w24c26, w24c27, w24c28},
(w25cl
,
w25c2, w25c3, w25c4, w25c5, w25c6, w25c7, w25c8,
w25c9, w25cl0, w25cl 1, w25cl2, w25cl3, w25cl4, w25cl5,
W25cl6,w25cl7,w25cl8.w25cl9,w25c20,w25c21,w25c22,
w25c23, w25c24, w25c25, w25c26, w25c27, w25c28J,
{w26cl, w26c2, w26c3, w26c4, w26c5, w26c6, w26c7, w26c8,
W26c9,w26cl0,w26cll ) w26cl2,w26cl3,w26cl4,w26cl5,
w26cl6, w26cl7, w26cl8, w26cl9, w26c20, w26c21, w26c22,
w26c23, w26c24, w26c25, w26c26, w26c27, w26c28),
{w27cl
,
w27c2, w27c3, w27c4, w27c5, w27c6, w27c7, w27c8,
w27c9, w27cl 0, w27cl 1 , w27cl 2, w27cl 3, w27cl 4, w27cl 5,
w27cl 6, w27cl 7, w27cl 8, w27cl 9, w27c20, w27c2 1 , w27c22,
w27c23, w27c24, w27c25, w27c26, w27c27, w27c28),





w28c23, w28c24, w28c25, w28c26, w28c27, w28c28));
a = ({0, alc2, alc3, alc4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
{a2cl, 0, 0, 0, a2c5, a2c6, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
{0, 0, a3c3, a3c4, 0, 0, 0, a3c8, a3c9, 0, 0, 0, : 0, 0, 0, 0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, a4c5, a4c6, 0, 0, 0, a4cl0, a4cl 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. a5c8, a5c9, 0, 0, a5cl2, a5cl3, 0, 0, 0, 0],
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a6cl0, a6cl 1, 0, 0, a6cl4, a6cl5, 0, 0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a7cl2, a7cl3, 0, 0, a7cl6, 0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a8cl4, a8cl5, 0. a8cl7),
{0, a9c2, a9c3, a9c4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(alOcl, 0, 0, 0, alOc5, alOc6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
{0, al lc2, al lc3, al lc4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
{al2cl, 0, 0, 0, al2c5, al2c6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
{al3cl, 0, 0, 0, al3c5, al3c6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
{0, al4c2, al4c3, al4c4, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, 0, 0. 0, 0. 0},
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al5c8, al5c9, 0, 0, al5cl2, al5cl3, 0, 0, 0, 0),
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al6c!0, al6cl 1, 0, 0, al6cl4, al6cl5, 0, 0},
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al7c8, al7c9, 0, 0, al7cl2, al7cl3, 0, 0, 0, 0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al8cl0, al8cl 1, 0, 0, al8cl4, al8cl5, 0, 0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al9cl0, al9cl 1, 0, 0, al9cl4, al9cl5, 0, 0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a20c8, a20c9, 0, 0, a20c!2, a20cl3, 0, 0, 0, 0),
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{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a21cl2, a21cl3, 0, 0, a21cl6, 0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a22cH, a22cl5, 0, a22cl7),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a23cl2, a23cl3, 0, 0, a23cl6, 0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a24cl4, a24cl5, 0, a24cl7),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a25cl4, a25cl5, 0, a25cl7},
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a26cl2, a26cl3, 0, 0, a26cl6, 0),
{0, 0, a27c3, a27c4, 0, 0, 0, a27c8, a27c9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0},





This revised code ran on the five MB Macintosh for about 25 minutes
before halting on an "out of memory" error. It also ran on the 13 MB
Macintosh for about 1 10 minutes before halting on the memory error. These
failures have led us to conclude that the solution of the general problem is
possible with this technique but is not practical with currently available
hardware/software configurations.
One additional test was run using the code generated for the general
case employing Mathematica s LinearSolve function. In this test case, the
three media waveguide with plane, parallel boundaries was simulated by
setting the weighting matrix, W, equal to the identity matrix (using the
Mathematica command: w = IdentityMatrix[28l;), setting appropriate values
of the A matix equal to zero, and directly assigning values to the AH matrix
as follows (in Mathematica code):
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aherm = ({0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0),
(alc2CC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a9c2CC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0),
(alc3CC, 0, a3c3CC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a9c3CC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a27c3CC, 0),
<alc4CC, 0, a3c4CC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a9c4CC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a27c4CC, 0),
(0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0),
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0),
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0),
{0, 0, a3c8CC, 0, a5c8CC, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al5c8CC,
0,0, 0.0,0,0. 0,0, 0.0,0, a27c8CC,0),
{0, 0, a3c9CC, 0, a5c9CC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al5c9CC,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, a27c9CC, 0),
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0),
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0),
(0, 0, 0, 0, a5cl2CC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, al5cl2CC, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0),
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0),
{0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0),
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0,0,0,0,0,0)),
where the notation CC in each of the variable names indicates that the
element represents the complex conjugate of the appropriate element of the
A matrix.
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This code ran on the five MB Macintosh for ten days without converging
to a solution. This additional failure confirms our suspicions that the general
problem is not practically solved using current technology.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The main purpose of this thesis was to obtain the symbolic solution of a
multilayer (four fluid media) ocean waveguide problem. The waveguide was
assumed to have depth-dependent ambient density and sound-speed
profiles in all fluid media, and arbitrarily shaped boundaries between all
fluid media. A system of 28 equations in 17 unknowns was generated by
satisfying all of the boundary conditions (including the boundary condition
at the source) in cylindrical coordinates. A weighted least squares estimation
technique was employed to formulate a symbolic solution to this
over deter mined (more equations than unknowns) case. A computer program
capable of performing symbolic algebra was sought to minimize the number
of assumptions required to be made, thereby maximizing the generality of
the solution obtained. Mathematica (version 1.2.1 f33 (enhanced)) for the
Macintosh computer was selected for this work due to its availability at the
Naval Postgraduate School and its symbolic algebra capabilities. Mathematica
code was developed which programmed the weighted least squares
estimation technique for the most general case. Unfortunately, this code was
unable to provide a solution to the most general case due to software and
hardware limitations (i.e., speed and random access memory problems).
By relaxing the arbitrary boundary shape assumption, Mathematica
code was developed which programmed a direct solution to the three media
waveguide problem for piane, parallel boundaries. This code ran
successfully, and provided results which could be verified bv direct
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comparison with the known solution to this classical (i.e., three fluid media
with plane, parallel boundaries and constant ambient density and sound
speed in each medium) waveguide problem. During this process, built-in
Mathematics functions were used in an attempt to simplify the resulting
symbolic expressions. This effort revealed that these built-in functions
lacked sufficient sophistication for applications of this complexity. This lack
of sophisication resulted in manual reduction of the program output so that
verification was possible. Mathewatica code was then developed to solve the
four media waveguide problem for plane, parallel boundaries. This code also
ran successfully and yielded results which could be verified using known
classical waveguide solutions when some judicious assumptions were made
to mathematically eliminate the fourth medium.
In addition to validating the symbolic solution technique, this thesis
provides a series of generic expressions for the unknown constants for each
of the three and four media waveguide problems with plane, parallel
boundaries. Each of the generic expressions is a combination of generic
variables whose definitions are provided in the text. Each of these generic
variables can be programmed in a high level language (i.e., FORTRAN) as a
unique subprogram or function. In this manner, the unknown constants can
be calculated by combinations of calls to appropriate subroutines. This
modular programming technique is enhanced by the fact that each of the
generic expressions has a common denominator, which can also be
programmed in a similar manner.
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The generic results from the four media waveguide problem for plane,
parallel boundaries should be programmed in FORTRAN. When this
programming has been completed, the standard test cases (i.e., three fluid
media with plane, parallel boundaries and constant ambient density and
sound speed in each medium) should be run on the new code to verify the
results. This verification will provide additional credibility to Mathematica s
output.
It is recommended that the most general case (i.e., four fluid media
with arbitrarily shaped boundaries) be attempted again when one of the
following conditions are met:
• a Macintosh computer with more than 13MB of RAM becomes available
at the Naval Postgraduate School.
• an advanced version of Mathematica is released, or
• another computer program with symbolic algebra capabilities becomes
available for use on a workstation or main frame computer.
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